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Recent thematic years at the CRM have alternatedbetween fundamental domains of the mathematicalsciences and applied ones. The year 1995-96 was de-cidedly under the applied banner. The first semesterwas devoted to numerical analysis and the second toapplied topics in analysis (spline functions, wavelets,special functions, neural networks and finance). Thescientific meetings were praised and extremely wellreceived by the scientific community: more than 700researchers visited the CRM for these events. We trustthat the years to come (combinatorics and grouptheory (96-97), statistics (97-98) and number theory (98-99)) will maintain this level of popularity and scien-tific quality.
The industrial program at the CRM, started in 93-94, is still expanding. Four of our conferences andworkshops were organized jointly with the CERCAand the CIRANO, two liaison and transfer researchcentres based in Montreal. The CIRANO/CRM con-ference on mathematical finance was supported by anumber of firms and financial institutions. Four in-dustrial postdoctoral fellowships, jointly sponsored bythe CRM and non-academic partners, were given toyoung scientists working on applied problems. Finally,the numerical physics group PHYSNUM has joinedthe CRM. Because of its industrial contacts, this grouphas successfully helped Ph.D.’s with backgrounds infundamental fields make the transition to industrialsettings. Many PHYSNUM/CRM postdoctoral fel-lows have indeed found positions in industry, oftenbefore the end of their stipend.
The Canadian mathematical scene is alwayschanging. A consortium of several universities in west-ern Canada has created the Pacific Institute for theMathematical Sciences (PIms) and the CRM wishesthis new institute well. The CRM, the Fields Instituteand the PIms are about to present a grant applicationto NSERC which, in addition to supporting PIms,would include funds to launch new initiatives of na-tional scope. This national network NNCMS (NationalNetwork for Collaboration in the Mathematical Sciences)will offer a postdoctoral fellowship program forPh.D.’s making the transition to industry (complemen-tary to  the one at the CRM), financial support for the

organization of schools and conferences, a programfor meetings on mathematical problems from indus-try and various programs for graduate students. TheCRM would assume the chairmanship of the NNCMSmanagement board during its first year of operation.
The recent growth of the CRM and its expanding(national) responsibilities have required the appoint-ment, this past year, of a second deputy director. YvanSaint-Aubin has assumed this function.
Whoever is involved in science nowadays knowshow scarce funding is becoming. Therefore CRM isproud to have received, this year, a 15% increase in itsthree-year FCAR grant (programme Centre) for 1996-1999. The Fonds FCAR has supported the CRM sincethe early seventies and its role has always been cru-cial in maintaining the diversity of our activities. In1994 NSERC recommended the creation of a CRM-Fields coordinating committee and established a for-mula for the funding of activities outside Québec. Thiscommittee first visited the CRM in October 95 andwas favourably impressed by our efforts in pursuingour national mission. Indeed the budget for 94-95 (al-ready committed when the rule was established)showed significant progress toward the goal set byNSERC. And the predictions for 95-96 indicated thatthe target would be met; in fact, these have been ex-ceeded. Finally, in spite of severe budget cuts, the Uni-versité de Montréal has maintained its substantial fi-nancial support to the CRM.
The year 95-96 has been marked by several eventshighlighting the leadership of the CRM at the local,national and international level. We hope that this re-port will convey the diversity of the Centre’s accom-plishments. I take the opportunity to thank all thosewho have made them possible: the deputy directorsMartin Goldstein and Yvan Saint-Aubin; the regular,associate and visiting members; the graduate students;the members of our various committees; the organiz-ers of the scientific events; the great staff of the CRM;the administration of the Université de Montréal; allour partners and of course, André Aisenstadt.

Luc Vinet, Director

A WORD FROM THE DIRECTOR
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The Centre de recherches mathématiques (CRM)was created in 1969 by the Université de Montréalthrough a special grant from the NRC. It became anNSERC national research centre in 1984. It is currentlyfunded by NSERC (Natural Sciences and Engineer-ing Research Council), by the Government of Québecthrough the Fonds FCAR pour l’aide et le soutien à larecherche and the Université de Montréal, and by pri-vate donations. The mission of the CRM is to do re-search in mathematics and closely related disciplinesand to provide leadership in the development of themathematical sciences in Canada.
The CRM accomplishes its mission in severalways:• it maintains a local group of researchers chosenmainly from departments of mathematics and sta-tistics, but also from departments of computer sci-ence, physics, economics, engineering, etc.;• it organizes a series of scientific events each year,around a given theme (distinguished lecture series,workshops, conferences, summer schools, visitorprograms, etc.);• it works actively at developing contacts with in-dustry through joint activities with liaison andtransfer research centres (CERCA and CIRANO),research centres doing applied research (CRT,GERAD and the LACIM) and directly with indus-tries. Activities range from the organisation of sci-entific conferences to an industrial postdoctoral fel-lowship program;• it publishes some 150 technical reports and about6-8 books per year. Some of its collections are pub-lished jointly with the AMS and with Springer Ver-lag. In addition it produces videos and software;• each year it invites, through the Chaire Aisenstadt,one or two prestigious mathematicians to give ad-vanced courses;• it awards three prizes yearly: the CRM-Fields Prizerecognizing major contributions to mathematics,the Aisenstadt Prize given for outstanding workdone by a young Canadian mathematician, and theCAP-CRM Prize for exceptional achievement intheoretical and mathematical physics;• it has signed protocols of collaboration with othernational institutes: the Steklov Institute (Moscow)and the Nankai Institute of Mathematics (Tianjin);• it informs the community of its activities throughits Bulletin (2 or 3 issues per year) and through itsrich web page www.CRM.UMontreal.CA ;

• it offers first class computer services to its visitors.It is currently working on expanding the networklinks among the local community.
The CRM fulfils its national mission by involvingthe largest possible number of Canadian mathemati-cians in its scientific programs, both as participantsand as organizers. It also supports many events tak-ing place outside Montréal and the Province of Qué-bec. It is recognized worldwide as one of the majorinstitutes in the mathematical sciences. The directorof the CRM is supported by two managerial structures:the Board of Directors and the Scientific AdvisoryCommittee. The Scientific Advisory Committee is aprestigious group of internationally renowned math-ematicians, both Canadian and non-Canadian, whoapprove scientific programs and thematic years,choose recipients of the CRM-Fields and the Aisen-stadt prizes, and suggest new scientific ventures toexplore. The president of the Canadian MathematicalSociety is a member ex officio. This structure is aug-mented by the CRM-Fields committee that overseesthe collaboration and coordination between the twoinstitutes and assures the truly national role of both.The members are representatives of the Canadian sci-entific community.

PERSONNEL

THE DIRECTOR’S OFFICELuc VINET DirectorMartin GOLDSTEIN Deputy DirectorYvan SAINT-AUBIN Deputy DirectorDiane POULIN Secretary
ADMINISTRATIONGhislain GIROUX-DUFORT Head of AdministrationMichèle GILBERT SecretaryIsabelle SÉGUIN Secretary

SCIENTIFIC ACTIVITIESLouis PELLETIER CoordinatorJosée LAFERRIÈRE Assistant CoordinatorDiane BRULÉ-DE FILIPPIS Secretary
PUBLICATIONSAndré MONTPETIT TeX ExpertLouise LETENDRE Technician

COMPUTER SERVICESHélene HÉBERT UNIX Systems ManagerDavid RAND Web & Macintosh Expert

PRESENTING THE CRM
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SCIENTIFIC PERSONNEL

Regular members
Regular members are either professors from theUniversité de Montréal whose teaching loadhas been reduced so that they can participatein research activities at the CRM, or researcherswho have been appointed.

Arminjon, Paul Dép. de math. et de stat.Bélair, Jacques Dép. de math. et de stat.Broer, Abraham Dép. de math. et de stat.Clarke, Francis Dép. de math. et de stat.Delfour, Michel Dép. de math. et de stat.Deslauriers, Gilles École PolytechniqueDoray, Louis Dép. de math. et de stat.Dubuc, Serge Dép. de math. et de stat.Dufresne, Daniel Dép. de math. et de stat.Frigon, Marlène Dép. de math. et de stat.Gauthier, Paul Dép. de math. et de stat.Goulard, Bernard Dép. de physiqueJoffe, Anatole Dép. de math. et de stat.Langlands, Robert Institute for Advanced StudyLessard, Sabin Dép. de math. et de stat.LeTourneux, Jean Dép. de physiqueLina, Jean-Marc Atlantic Nuclear Services Ltd.Patera, Jiri Dép. de math. et de stat.Perron, François Dép. de math. et de stat.Rosenberg, Ivo Dép. de math. et de stat.Rousseau, Christiane Dép. de math. et de stat.Saint-Aubin, Yvan Dép. de math. et de stat.Sabidussi, Gert Dép. de math. et de stat.Sankoff, David Dép. de math. et de stat.Schlomiuk, Dana Dép. de math. et de stat.Van Vliet, Carolyne Dép. de physiqueVinet, Luc Dép. de physiqueWinternitz, Pavel Dép. de math. et de stat.Yatracos, Yannis G. Dép. de math. et de stat.

Associate members
Associate members are researchers whocollaborate in the activities of the Centre andwho have been appointed by the Board ofDirectors following a proposal by the director.

Ali, Twareque Dept. of Math. and Stat.,Concordia UniversityFournier, Gilles Dép. de math. et d'info., Uni-versité de SherbrookeGrundland, Michel Dép. de math., Université duQuébec à Trois-RivièresHarnad, John Dept. of Math. and Stat.,Concordia UniversityHurtubise, Jacques Dept. of Math. and Stat., Mc-Gill UniversityKamran, Niky Dept. of Math. and Stat., Mc-Gill UniversitySharp, Robert Department of Physics, Mc-Gill UniversitySoumis, François directeur, GERADStern, Ronald Dept. of Math. and Stat.,Concordia UniversityZolésio, Jean-Paul Institut Non Linéaire de Nice
INDUSTRIAL ASSOCIATE MEMBERShahbazian, Élisa Lockheed Martin ElectronicSystems Canada
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Visiting members
Visiting members are scientists that have beenappointed in the framework of partnershipagreements.

Beaulieu, Liliane Collège de RosemontBergeron, Nantel Dept. of Math. and Stat., YorkUniversityDurand, Stéphane Collège Édouard-MontpetitFournier, Richard Collège DawsonGagnon, Langis Lockheed Martin ElectronicSystems CanadaJoyal, André Dép. de math. et d'info., Uni-versité du Québec à MontréalLeroux, Pierre Dép. de math. et d'info., Uni-versité du Québec à MontréalMacGibbon, Brenda Dép. de math. et d'info., Uni-versité du Québec à MontréalMaslowe, Sherwin Dept. of Math. and Stat., Mc-Gill UniversityMayrand, Michel Lockheed Martin ElectronicSystems CanadaToth, John Dept. of Math. and Stat., Mc-Gill UniversityValin, Pierre Lockheed Martin ElectronicSystems Canada

Postdoctoral Fellows
The CRM receives each year severalpostdoctoral fellows. The source of theirfunding can be a national program like theNSERC postdoctoral program, the NATOinternational program administered byNSERC, the CRM (alone or with the ISM or theFields Institute) or personal grants from themembers. To this list, we added in 93-94 theCRM industrial program: together with ourpartners (CERCA and GERAD), we were ableto offer four industrial fellowships this year.

Bougourzi, Hamid (NSERC)Bykov, Nikolay (CRM-ISM)El Gradechi, Amine (CRM-ISM)Ferretti, VincentKallel, Sadok (CRM-Fields)Kuznetsov, Vadim B. (CRM-ISM)Makar-Limanov, Sergei (CRM-ISM)Lamontagne, François (NSERC)Orlov, Aleksander (NATO)Spiridonov, VyacheslavStevenson, Katherine F. (CRM-ISM)Van Diejen, Jan Felipe (CRM-ISM)Watts, Gerard (NSERC International PDF)Weston, Robert (CRM)
INDUSTRIAL POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWSDompierre, Julien (CRM-CERCA)Gamache, Michel (CRM-GERAD)Yang, Geng (CRM-CERCA)Yu, Wei (CRM-CERCA)

S C I E N T I F I C P E R S O N N E L
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Board of Directors
The Board of Directors consists of membersfrom the Université de Montréal (8 to 11members) and from the outside (2 to 5members). The recteur of the Université and thedean of the Faculté des arts et des sciences arerepresented on the Board of Directors. Its roleis to adopt the policies of the Centre, torecommend the nomination and the promotionof researchers and the appointment of regularmembers, to advise the director on thepreparation of the budget and the Universitéon the choice of the director.

Bédard, Robert Dép. de math. et de stat., Uni-versité du Québec à MontréalDelfour, Michel Dép. de math. et de stat., Uni-versité de MontréalHarnad, John Dép. de math. et de stat., Uni-versité ConcordiaKamran, Niky Dép. de math. et de stat., Uni-versité McGillL’Écuyer, Pierre Dép. d'informatique et de re-cherche opérationnelle., Uni-versité de MontréalLegendre, Pierre Dép. des sciences biologiques,Université de MontréalMichaud, Georges Director, CERCAMontmarquette, Claude Director, Dép. des scienceséconomiques, Université deMontréalTricot, Claude Dép. de math. et génie indus-triel, École PolytechniqueRousseau, Christiane Director, Dép. de math. et destat., Université de MontréalSt-Jacques, Maurice vice-recteur à la recherche et àla planification, Université deMontréalVinet, Luc Director, Centre de recherchesmathématiquesHubert, Joseph vice-doyen à la recherche,Faculté des arts et des sciences

Advisory Committee
The Advisory Committee is constituted ofdistinguished researchers from Canada andabroad. Its members are either mathematiciansor scientists with close ties to the mathematicalsciences. The recteur of the Université deMontréal or his representative and the directorof the CRM also take part in the meetings. TheAdvisory Committee is informed periodicallyof the activities of the Centre, through thedirector, and transmits any advice that it deemsrelevant to the Board of Directors.

Bott, Raoul Dept. of Math., Harvard Uni-versityDawson, Donald Dept. of Math. and Stat.,Carleton UniversityFillmore, Peter A. Dalhousie UniversityKahane, Jean-Pierre Université de Paris XI, FranceKisilevsky, Hershy Dept. of Math., ConcordiaUniversityLachlan, Alistair H. Dept. of Math. and Stat.,Simon Fraser UniversityLalonde, François Départment de math. etd'informatique, Université duQuébec à MontréalManin, Yuri Max-Planck-Institut fürMathematik, GermanyMoody, Robert V. Dept. of Math., University ofAlbertaMoser, Jürgen K. Dept. of Math., E.T.H., Swit-zerlandPhong, Duong H. Dept. of Math., Columbia Uni-versityReid, Nancy Dept. of Stat., University ofTorontoVinet, Luc Director

MANAGEMENT
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CRM/Fields Committee
According to the guidelines NSERC’sCommittee on Collaborative Special Projects(CCSP) sent to CRM and the Fields Instituteafter the review of their last application in 1994,the mandate of the CRM-Fields InstituteCoordinating Committee is the following: (i)monitor the national impact of the CRM andthe Fields Institute as research resources in theMathematical Sciences and (ii) monitor andfacilitate the coordination of activities betweenthe two centres. The members of the CRM-FICoordinating Committee are:

M. Boyer CIRANO, MontréalH. Brunner Chair, Memorial UniversityJ.B. Friedlander University of TorontoP. Goddard Cambridge University, UKM. Moore École Polytechnique, MontréalD. Rolfsen University of British ColumbiaG. Semenoff University of British ColumbiaJ. Slonim IBM Centre for Advanced Study,TorontoJ.G. Timourian University of AlbertaH.C. Williams University of Manitoba

M A N A G E M E N T
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RESEARCH PROGRAMS

Coherent states and generalizations
Twareque Ali

Twareque Ali’s research during the past six years,much of it carried out in collaboration with J.-P.Antoine, Université Catholique de Louvain, Belgiumand J.-P. Gazeau, Université Paris-7, has been in thearea of square-integrable group representations andtheir applications to coherent states, quantization andwavelet analysis.Basically, these collaborators have developed a far-reaching generalization of the concept of square-inte-grability of a group representation, based on a homo-geneous space of the group. This notion unifies all thedifferent approaches to the study of coherent statesfor locally compact groups found in the literature, thetheory of frames in Hilbert spaces and the analysis ofsignals using wavelet-like transforms. It also make aconnection between the method of geometricquantization and quantization using coherent statesand Berezin’s technique of quantization on Kählermanifolds. As a consequence of their generalizedtheory of square-integrability, it is possible to derivewavelet-like transforms using almost any locally com-pact group. These transforms can then be used toanalyze functions on the group space or on homoge-neous spaces — a fact that can be exploited to analyzesignals realized as these functions. In quantizationproblems, their techniques allow for the use of gen-eral vector bundles, so that internal symmetries canbe accounted for, and furthermore, many of the ob-structions inherent in standard geometric quantizationare eliminated.
Numerical methods for nonlinear
hyperbolic systems
Paul Arminjon

P. Arminjon’s main research interest lies in thedomain of numerical methods for nonlinear hyper-bolic systems, with applications to engineering prob-lems in gas dynamics and electrostatics/electrody-namics. For transonic/supersonic compressible flows,P. Arminjon studies, with his collaborators, A. Der-vieux and M.C. Viallon, the design and numericalanalysis of high accuracy finite difference, finite ele-ment or finite volume methods, and their applicationto typical flows arising in aerodynamics and aerospaceengineering. Recently, they have obtained a family ofnon-oscillatory 2nd-order accurate schemes based on:

i) a 2-step finite volume Richtmyer-Galerkin schemewith a TVD-controlled artificial viscosity, ii) a TVD-controlled barycentric combination of the Richtmyer-Galerkin and Osher’s first order scheme, iii) a 2nd-order version of Osher’s scheme using MUSCL-ex-trapolated, TVD-controlled, cell-interface flux values,and iv) a new finite volume extension, for 2-dimen-sional conservation equations, of the Nessyahu-Tadmor non-oscillatory 1-dimensional centred differ-ence scheme.In joint work with M.C. Viallon, they have recentlyproved the convergence of this latter scheme for a lin-ear conservation equation, and they are presently ex-tending the proof to the nonlinear case.
Nonlinear delayed equations
Jacques Bélair

Nonlinear dynamics gives an interpretation of com-plex changes in physiological rhythms (as bifurcations)when the values of the control parameters are modified.The theory leads to predictions for the possible behav-iours in experimental settings and gives a unified expla-nation for the various regimes. Bélair’s work has concen-trated on nonlinear delayed feedback in control and inhormonal and neuromuscular system oscillations, stress-ing the role of the delay, the multiple feedback loops andthe variable delays in the generation of periodic (oscilla-tory) or irregular behaviours.Recent work has also applied a technique to detectthe onset of single- or multiple-frequency periodicrhythms to ‘simple’ systems of artificial neural networks(of low dimension), as well as to a prototype of the sim-plest plausible oscillator in neuromuscular control. Thissame approach is currently used to design a controlledrelease drug administration system.
Algebraic transformation groups and
algebraic geometry
Abraham Broer

Abraham Broer is interested in connections be-tween algebraic geometry and representation theory.He studies, for example, nilpotent varieties and co-tangent bundles of flag manifolds and common gen-eralizations; algebraic properties like normality andrational singularities are established.He proved a vanishing theorem for the highercohomology of line bundles on the cotangent bundleof a flag manifold for the purpose of proving that the
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subregular nilpotent variety is normal. Applicationsare in rings of differential operators and representa-tion theory of Hecke-algebras.He recently obtained another vanishing theorem, thistime of the Dolbeault cohomology of homogeneous vec-tor bundles on flag manifolds, generalizing Borel-Weil’svanishing result for ordinary sheaf-cohomology. It is ex-pected to have applications in algebraic geometry.
Control and nonsmooth analysis
Francis Clarke

An important question in control addresses thestabilization of a system through a feedback command.In particular the following question is central: giventhat the system is commandable, is there an associ-ated feedback? This question has important conse-quences in applications of control systems. When thesystem is linear, it is a classical result that thecommandability implies stabilization through feed-back. In the nonlinear case, the question remained longunresolved until recently when F. Clarke, in collabo-ration with Yu. Ledyaev, E. Sontag and A. Subbotin,answered it positively. A key point in their analysis isa new definition of a system solution whenever thefeedback command is a discontinuous function.
Shape optimization, intrinsic
differential geometry and the theory of
thin shells
Michel Delfour

The main theme of Michel Delfour’s research pro-gram is the optimization with respect to the shape orthe geometry of a domain on which one or a systemof partial differential equations are defined. This is acentral problem in optimal design (aeronautics, heatcontrol, image processing, etc.). At the theoretical levelit is necessary to introduce appropriate topologies onfamilies of subsets to give a meaning to derivativesand problem formulations. These include those in-duced by the distance functions or families of func-tions parametrized by sets and embedded in a func-tional space. In particular the algebraic distance givesa powerful tool to do differential calculus on submani-folds. This yields a totally intrinsic approach to thetheory of thin shells and extends the shape calculus todifferential equations defined on these submanifolds.

Biorthogonal wavelets
Gilles Deslauriers

David Donoho has used dyadic interpolation togenerate wavelets. There exists a relationship betweensplines and wavelets. It is then possible to constructcompact support wavelets with a given number ofvanishing moments that are orthogonal to waveletsobtained from spline functions. Gilles Deslauriers’ re-search project pursues, in this context, a recent ideaon the lifting of wavelets.
Estimation in statistics and in actuarial
studies
Louis Doray

Louis Doray’s research deals mainly with twothemes. In general insurance, his interests lies in model-ling damages that were incurred but not reported to theinsurer (IBNR) using regression models, time series andcompound Poisson processes. He studies various param-eter estimators, the adjustment of the model and the re-serve prediction for IBNR accidents.In statistics, he is interested in families of discretelaws defined on the nonnegative integers whose prob-ability function can be expressed recursively. Some ofthese functions do not have a closed form. The esti-mation of parameters by the maximum likelihoodmethod is then very difficult. However the iteratedweighted least square method gives very efficient es-timators that are easier to calculate. Moreover a statis-tic to test the adjustment of the model to data can beeasily obtained, as well as its asymptotic distribution.Tests differentiating the various members of the fam-ily are being analysed. Doray is also studying the prob-lem of the explicative variables for these discrete lawfamilies.
Analysis of curve and surfaces
Serge Dubuc

Serge Dubuc’s main goal has been the develop-ment of mathematical analysis for the design, construc-tion and perception and for the study of various pla-nar and spatial figures such as curves and surfaces.Two themes are under study. Iterative interpolation: si-multaneously with other authors, Dubuc invented anew technique of interpolation, the iterative interpo-lation (or fractal interpolation) in one or several vari-ables. For the case of one variable, this technique isvery close to the theory of wavelets. Dubuc is plan-
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ning to develop further the multidimensional inter-polation on rectangular and triangular lattices. Manyirregular surfaces obtained in this context are difficultto study. Analysis of fractal objects: the aim of this themeis a better understanding of the theory of fractionaldimensions. One subject of interest is the errors madein calculating the dimension of a regular object. Dubuchopes to determine the dimension of certain latticesof curves that way.
Stochastic processes in actuarial
studies and in finance
Daniel Dufresne

Daniel Dufresne’s recent research can be dividedinto the following three topics: (i) Asiatic options,(ii) properties of gamma laws and (iii) the applicationof the theory of martingales to the general principlesof actuarial evaluation.(i) An Asiatic option is on the average of the values of afinancial title (e.g. a share of IBM). Mathematically,the problem consists in finding the law of the geo-metric brownian motion average. No exact form isknown for this law. Dufresne obtained this year newresults concerning a famous identity due toBourgerol, closely related to the average mentionedabove. A simple proof was found for this identity.(ii) New affine properties for gamma and beta laws werefound. These results are important in the study ofvarious stochastic difference equations that are usedin actuarial studies and finance.(iii) One can show that actuarial gains and losses that arestudied in actuarial practice are in fact differences ofmartingales. This leads to better understanding ofthe behaviour of the actuarial surplus or deficit intime and can even influence the way actuarial evalu-ations are done.
Fractional generalization of the KdV
equation
Stéphane Durand

Using supersymmetry it is possible to generalizein a non-trivial way the Korteweg-de Vries equation(KdV) to an integrable system of two coupled differ-ential equations (Mathieu). Knowing that the super-symmetry can itself be extended (parasupersymme-try and fractional supersymmetry (Durand, Vinet)), itis natural to look for generalizations to integrable sys-tems of several coupled differential equations. Theformalism of fractional superspace introduced by

Durand allows such a generalization in a natural way.This result is reached using the fractional extension ofsupersymmetry, the hamiltonian structure of the frac-tional pseudo-classical mechanics and the fractionalgeneralization of superextension of Virasoro algebra(and/or its q-deformations).
Values omitted by classes of univalent
functions
Richard Fournier

Richard Fournier and his collaborator (St.Ruscheweyh) are working at describing explicitly thevalues omitted by various normalized classes of uni-valent functions on the unit disk in the complex plane.It seems that these values might be described in sim-ple terms by certain combinations of Taylor coefficientsof the functions. Moreover it appears that the omittedvalues characterize, in a certain sense, various classesof univalent functions, for example the convex ones.This work had led to new inequalities on Taylor coef-ficients and the modulus of convex conformal trans-formations. It is hoped that these results can be usedto solve some problems on homographic transforma-tions of convex univalent functions.
Critical points of multivalued
functionals
Marlène Frigon

The theory of critical points of univalent and con-tinuously differentiable functionals and the multiva-lent analysis are two important and active topics inmathematics. Marlène Frigon’s work is concernedwith the development of the theory of critical pointsfor multivalent functionals. This theory will then beapplied to partial differential inclusions.
Image processing & target recognition
applied to aerial surveillance
Langis Gagnon

Langis Gagnon and two students of Jiri Pateraassess and devise new methods in image processingand target recognition for radar and infrared images.The goal is to develop a ship recognition system start-ing from a set of sensors mounted on an airborne plat-form. The algorithms studied here use various mod-ern techniques of information processing like math-ematical morphology, wavelets and artificial neuralnetworks. Recent accomplishments include: (i) a study
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of a new method for reducing the speckle noise in im-ages from synthetic aperture radar (SAR) in “strip-map” mode using the wavelet transform and (ii) thetarget segmentation in a SAR image in “spotlight”mode.
Approximation in complex analysis
Paul Gauthier

Walsh has shown that any continuous functionon a curve without double points in the complex planecan be approximated by complex polynomials. Tho-mas Bagby, Aurel Cornea and Paul Gauthier haveshown a similar result using harmonic polynomials.Any continuous function on a curve without doublepoints in Euclidean space can be approximated byharmonic polynomials. We are working on determin-ing whether a similar result holds for functions de-fined of hypersurfaces.
Applications of wavelet transform and
artificial neural networks
Bernard Goulard and Jean-Marc Lina

Bernard Goulard and Jean-Marc Lina are currentlyin the last year of a three year R&D NSERC collabora-tive project whose purpose is to extend the capabilityof Atlantic Nuclear Services monitoring and diagnos-tic systems through research and development of itsArtificial Neural Network (ANN) technology andthrough the introduction of wavelet transforms in itssignal processing parts. First, in collaboration with Y.Bengio (Département d’informatique et de rechercheopérationnelle, Univ. de Montréal) and a student, F.Gingras, they are putting the finishing touches to amodular ANN based on a “mixture of experts” to clas-sify various regimes of a reactor. A gaussian model-ling has been applied to the occurrence probability ofdata and to differentiation between typical and atypi-cal data of a class. This “inference machine” has beensuccessfully tested on both simulated and real (reac-tor) data. Second, mathematical properties of complexwavelets made explicit by J.M. Lina (symmetry mini-mizing the usual shift variance of real wavelets andcomplex nature making easier the use of the informa-tion carried by the phase to code transient signals) havebeen illustrated in two papers by J.M. Lina and twostudents, P. Drouilly and J. Scott. These properties haveled them to extend the study of wavelets to the do-main of 2-d signals, i.e. image processing (nonlinearregression based on wavelets, multiscale algorithms

for digital imaging, multifractal analysis by wavelets).One of them (B.G.), in collaboration with R. Roy (Poly-technique) and a student (A. Qaddouri), is also inves-tigating parallel iterative processes to solve theBoltzmann transport equations which govern neutrondistribution in a reactor and their possible extensionto other fields.
Symmetries and solutions of nonlinear
systems
Michel Grundland

Michel Grundland’s research in the last few yearshas dealt with symmetry-reduction methods andRiemann-invariant methods and their application toequations of nonlinear field theory, condensed matterphysics, as well as fluid dynamics. The developmentof these methods has provided several new tools tostudy nonlinear phenomena in physics, especiallythose described by multidimensional systems of par-tial differential equations (pde) that were not solvedby other methods (like inverse scattering). Grund-land’s research program can be divided into 4 projects:(i) conditional symmetries for nonlinear pde systems;(ii) comparison of the various methods based on Liegroups used to study pde’s;(iii) invariant solutions and partially invariant solutionsof Navier-Stokes equations;(iv) multiple Riemann waves for quasilinear pde systemsand their relation to symmetry reduction methods.
Classical and quantum integrable
systems
John Harnad

During the past year, John Harnad’s main researchinterest were all related to the modern theory of inte-grable systems. The topics studied were:(i) isospectral deformations and classical R-matrices,(ii) isomonodromic deformations and applications and(iii) quantum integrable systems.A recent work, in collaboration with A.R. Its, car-ries on the study of dual isomonodromic deformationsbut also initiates a new program relating the latter tocomputation of correlation functions in integrablequantum and statistical models and the spectral dis-tributions of random matrices, in which a special classof Fredholm integral operators arise, whose Fredholmdeterminants are the correlation functions in question.These are computed through the Riemann-Hilbertproblem “dressing method,” adapted to the case of
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isomonodromic deformations, leading to integral rep-resentations of importance in the calculation ofasymptotics of such correlation functions. A key re-sult derived in this work is the fact that the “dual”isomonodromic representations, deduced generallyfrom the R-matrix structure, follow in this context fromthe invariance of the Fredholm determinant underFourier transform of the integral kernel.
Geometry and physics
Jacques Hurtubise

Jacques Hurtubise’ research work deals with geo-metrical and topological aspects of objects originat-ing from mathematical physics. His projects are di-vided into two rather disjoint topics.The first one studies the relationship between thesolution spaces of several field equations of math-ematical physics like those of the sigma model or Yang-Mills equations, and the functional spaces in whichthey lie. The questions are mostly topological in na-ture, like the proof of topological stability theorems.These theorems have been extended this year to themost general case known today. The solution spacesare here characterized as minima or critical sets of anaction functional, and the techniques used in the proofsinvolve also analytic subtleties from the calculus ofvariations.The second one addresses the algebro-geometricproperties of completely integrable mechanical sys-tems. An invariant has been recently introduced thatallows for a measurement of the complexity of a largenumber of these mechanical systems; whenever thiscomplexity is minimal, the system possesses very natu-ral coordinate systems that seem to be related to itsquantization.
Geometry of partial differential
equations / quasi-exactly solvable
systems
Niky Kamran

Niky Kamran’s research deals with the proper-ties of partial differential equations (pde) whose na-ture is essentially geometric. Some of the most impor-tant questions arising for pde’s can be studied in aprecise way in combining classical analytic techniquesand powerful tools from differential geometry, differ-ential topology and the theory of representation.Kamran’s recent work has addressed global existenceof variational principles, geometric integrability ques-

tions of hyperbolic equations, existence of conserva-tion laws and singularity formation in solutions.Kamran has also contributed to the development ofrigorous foundations for the theory of quasi-exactlysolvable potentials in quantum mechanics using origi-nal cohomological methods together with fundamen-tal theorems of the classical theory of invariants.
Boundary conditions for finite
statistical models
Robert Langlands and Yvan Saint-Aubin

Robert Langlands and Yvan Saint-Aubin are try-ing to better understand the relationship betweenboundary conditions and partition functions of sim-ple statistical models. Their aim is to obtain a descrip-tion sufficiently precise to be able to obtain the parti-tion function on a given (finite) lattice starting fromthe partition functions of two complementarysublattices. A first step has been accomplished byLanglands for the free boson theory: he constructedan application from the space of boundary conditionsinto the Hilbert space describing the model. An effortis now being made to construct a similar applicationfor the Ising model. These problems are part of a largerprogram to define finite statistical models (i.e. with afinite number of degrees of freedom) that have arenormalization transformation and a non-trivial fixedpoint under this application. Such a family exists forpercolation and the critical exponents for the simplestmodel in this family, calculated numerically, are veryclose to the critical exponents obtained through physi-cal arguments.
Symmetry classes of polyominoes
Pierre Leroux

Polyominoes are important combinatorial struc-tures for mathematical physics. They appear naturallyin polymer models and the study of percolation. Re-cent work of the Bordeaux and Australian schools havegiven an enumeration with respect to area, perimeterand other finer parameters, for many classes of polyo-minoes having minimal convex properties. In a geo-metrical or combinatorial context, it is natural to con-sider convex polyominoes up to a symmetry or a ro-tation, i.e. as objects free to move in space. PierreLeroux is currently working at enumerating them. Thisuses the study of orbits under the action of the dihe-dral group on convex polyominoes and, due to theBurnside lemma, the enumeration of various symme-
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try classes of polyominoes. Many of these classes areintimately related to certain classical families of dis-crete models in statistical mechanics. For example, theclass of convex polyominoes with a diagonal symme-try is related to that of directed and convex polyomi-noes (or animals) with compact diagonal source.
Analysis of population genetic models
Sabin Lessard

Sabin Lessard’s research interests include a widevariety of population genetic models and the concomi-tant evolutionary dynamics. His ultimate goals are: a)to explain the maintenance of variability in biologicalpopulations, b) to develop mathematical and statisti-cal techniques to analyse population genetic structures,c) to deduce general evolutionary principles, and d)to study populations with complex interactions be-tween individuals.
q-special functions / The Efimov effect
Jean LeTourneux

Most special functions of mathematical physicsadmit q-analogs, namely deformations involving aparameter q. Just as Lie algebras provide a unifyingframework for discussing special functions, q-defor-mations of these algebras provide a unifying frame-work for discussing q-special functions. In collabora-tion with Luc Vinet (CRM) and Roberto Floreanini(Trieste), Jean LeTourneux carries out a systematic in-vestigation of the quantum algebraic interpretation ofthe q-special polynomials encompassed in the schemeof Askey-Wilson polynomials.According to the Efimov effect, a three-body sys-tem has an infinite number of bound states when itinvolves two-body interactions that marginally bindthe two-body system. Formal proofs of this effect aretoo complex to provide any physical intuition. Sim-pler proofs, given for special cases within the frame-work of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, breakdown as soon as one goes beyond the lowest orderapproximation. With Bertrand Giraud (Saclay) andYukap Hahn (Univ. of Connecticut), Jean LeTourneuxinvestigates a certain number of questions raised bythis situation.

Optimal methods of statistical
modelling
Brenda MacGibbon

Brenda MacGibbon’s main research interest is theoptimal estimation of constrained parameters and itsapplication to both parametric and non-parametricmodels of real life problems. She is particularly inter-ested in the use of tools from harmonic analysis suchas Fourier and wavelet analysis in functional estima-tion, for example:(i) often there is a need to consider discrete data as inbinary 0-1 signals or in the count data observed inmany problems in positron emission tomography;(ii) in random censorship-truncation models, in cancertrials, only incomplete data is available;(iii) with econometric data and many biometric applica-tions, prediction is important;(iv) how may these techniques best be used for regres-sion smoothing of binary data in small area estima-tion in complex sample surveys?
Numerical studies of wave perturbation
interaction and shear flows in
aerodynamics and geophysics
Sherwin Allan Maslowe

Chonghui Liu is currently simulating the transi-tion toward turbulence of a limit layer. The importantcase is when the flow is subject to an adverse pressuregradient. This is the case, for example, in the neigh-bourhood of a flow stripping point around an inci-dent wing profile. A spectral element method is usedin order to combine the advantages of finite elementmethods (adaptability of the geometry) and the fastconvergence of a spectral method. L. Campbell, amaster’s student, is currently studying the interactionof a forced wave packet of the Rossby type with thezonal shear flow in the framework of the beta planeoften used in meteorology. This study will use asymp-totic methods as well as finite differences. Its goal is togeneralize the preceding studies by considering awave packet instead of a normal mode. The recentanalysis of the critical layer for a wave packet ofMaslowe, Benney and Mahoney (1994) will play animportant role here.
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Nonseparable wavelets in 2-d
Michel Mayrand

Wavelets are used in signal processing in severalways (filtering, noise removal, compression, etc.). For2-d signals (e.g. in imaging), tensor products of 1-dwavelets (separable wavelets) have been used untilrecently. However the most efficient wavelets in onedimension are those that exhibit symmetry proper-ties. Since 2-d separable wavelets are not symmetricunder the trivial transformations like rotation, it isnatural to introduce new families of nonseparablewavelets. Michel Mayrand is currently working ondefining new nonseparable wavelets and classifyingtheir symmetry properties. As in the 1-d case, it willbe useful to parametrize the 2-d wavelets accordingto their properties of orthogonality, of symmetry andcontinuity of their derivatives.
Non-crystallographic root systems
Jifii Patera

Jifii Patera’s recent research has been devoted totwo areas: (i) non-crystallographic root systems and(ii) deformations of semisimple Lie algebras and theirrepresentations. In collaboration with R.V. Moody (Al-berta), he has laid down the mathematical foundationsof non-crystallographic root systems, stressing theirrelationship with quasicrystals. Their consequencesshould be visible in publications over the next fewyears. A considerable effort was devoted to prepara-tion and running of two events (jointly with R.V.Moody): a NATO Advanced Study Institute entitled“Mathematics of Aperiodic Long Range Order” and asemester program around the same subject (both heldat the Fields Institute). He has also pursued the studyand exploitation of simultaneous deformations ofsemisimple Lie algebras and their representations. Themain tool here is the approach which he has inventedrecently, requiring that a fixed grading be preservedduring the deformation.
Estimation of the precision matrix
François Perron

François Perron’s research interests are related todecision theory and multidimensional analysis. Hisresults are concerned with finding minimax estima-tors for the estimation of the average vector and thecovariance matrix for a multinormal population. Theidea underlying the finding of minimax estimators is

the following. In general, an estimator never gives theexact value of the parameter it is supposed to estimate.There is always an error associated with the estimatorprecision and this error varies with respect to the valuetaken by the parameter to be estimated. For a givenestimator, one can find the largest estimation error byvarying the parameter on its domain. The minimaxestimator is the one that gives the smallest maximalerror. Krishnamoorthy and Gupta have tried to show,without success, that a certain estimator of the preci-sion matrix was indeed minimax. In fact, they noticedthrough simulations that the result was plausible andformulated a conjecture that they believed to be true.In the paper On a Conjecture of Krishnamoorthy andGupta, Perron has shown that the conjecture as statedis false even though the estimator of the precisionmatrix is indeed minimax. Perron’s future projects willbe related to Bayesian analysis and Monte Carlo simu-lation methods.
Clones and their applications
Ivo Rosenberg

Ivo Rosenberg has carried on the study of clonelattices (in universal algebra and multivalent logics)mostly on finite universes. He has studied maximalsubclones of clones of isotone operations with respectto a bounded order, and clones that are not finitelygenerated. The clone network can be partitioned in acountable set of intervals called monoidal. For a uni-verse of three elements, Fearnley and Rosenberg haveundertaken a classification of these intervals by theirsize (1, finite, countable or with the cardinality of thecontinuum). Rosenberg showed the natural corre-spondence between hyperalgebras on an universe Aand the subclones of the clone of isotone operationson the universe of nonempty subsets of A ordered byinclusion. He has started the classification of maximalsubclones of this clone for finite A. In this correspond-ence, hypergroups become particular semigroups andRosenberg is currently applying the results of thetheory of semigroups to hypergroups. With Hikita hehas also worked on a general criterion for complete-ness of uniform delay operations.
Qualitative study and bifurcations in
differential equations
Christiane Rousseau

One of the long-term goals of ChristianeRousseau’s research program is the completion of the
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proof for the existence part of Hilbert’s 16th problemfor quadratic systems, i.e. to show that there exists auniform bound for the number of limit cycles in aquadratic system. This project, initiated in 1991 withF. Dumortier and R. Roussarie, is progressing stead-ily. An important step made recently by Rousseau andH. Zoladek by exploiting simultaneously Khovanskiiand Bautin’s techniques for the centres and Roussarie’stechniques for blowing up of families, allows one tohope for a complete solution in the coming three tofive years.All the techniques introduced here have an intrin-sic interest going far beyond their application to theabove problem. With Roussarie, Rousseau has appliedsome of them to the study of certain homoclinic loopsin 3-dimensional space and their Ph.D. student, L.S.Guimond, is making further progress in that direc-tion.Another aspect of Rousseau’s research project willbe devoted to algebro-geometric methods applied tothe study of polynomial vector fields. She is workingon the problem of the centre (in collaboration with D.Schlomiuk) and on the geometric characterization ofisochrone vector fields (with P. Marde‰iç and L. Moser-Jauslin).This study of polynomial vector fields has a di-rect impact on still another aspect: the study ofsingularities of vector fields of higher codimension(typically larger than or equal to 3). The bifurcationsof these singularities are organizing centres of bifur-cation diagrams occurring in many applied models.
Algebraic theory of discrete structures
Gert Sabidussi

Gert Sabidussi’s research interests lie in the alge-braic theory of discrete structures, in particular graphs,his two main research axes being two algebraic struc-tures associated with graphs: graph symmetries asexpressed by the automorphism group, and invari-ants of certain groups of linear transformations in-duced by the graph. Under the first heading (symme-tries), his research deals with algebraic properties ofseveral classes of highly symmetric graphs that havetheir origin in theoretical computer science where theymodel the interconnection networks in parallel com-puting. These models exist in large number, givingrise to an abundance of different algorithms for a giventask. The algebraic theory aims at reducing this pro-fusion by laying a theoretical basis for the design ofgeneral algorithms applicable to all interconnection

networks with a sufficiently rich symmetry structure.Under the second title (invariants), his research is lessoriented towards applications and addresses mainlythe relationships between chromatic properties ofgraphs and the existence of certain types of invari-ants.
Biomathematics and sociolinguistics
David Sankoff

In biomathematics, David Sankoff works on al-gorithms for the analysis of DNA sequences and hehas, within the context of the human genome project,extended this discipline to the development of meth-ods for studying genome evolution resulting from theprocess of chromosomal rearrangement. This has re-sulted in the development of algorithms (in collabo-ration with John Kececioglu and GopalakrishnanSundaram) for sorting permutations using a small setof operations: reversals, transpositions, translocations.Sankoff and Vincent Ferretti study syntenic sets ofgenes in collaboration with Joseph Nadeau, a geneti-cist at Case Western Reserve, and several mathemat-ics and statistics students. In phylogeny, Sankoff andFerretti have developed a method of nonlinearphylogenetic invariants.In sociolinguistics, David Sankoff directs a pro-gramme whose goal is a rigorous statistical method-ology for the analysis of syntactic variation and pho-nology in spoken language, based on computerizedtranscriptions of corpora of free speech. With DavidRand, he developed and distributed a software pack-age (GoldVarb) for linguistic data analysis. His em-pirical interests include bilingual syntax, specificallymethods for distinguishing alternating borrowingcodes, and the study of particles of speech.
Local and global studies of analytic
vector fields
Dana Schlomiuk

Using interdisciplinary methods, Dana Schlomiukis constructing various tools adapted to the globalanalysis of polynomial dynamical systems in theplane. Joining concepts from algebraic geometry andthe theory of bifurcations, methods are being con-structed that allow a better understanding of the glo-bal geometry of systems and leading to a better or-ganization in the bifurcations arising in families of dy-namical systems. Dana Schlomiuk’s work, done aloneor in collaboration with J. Pal or Y. Dupuis, gives a
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good description of the global dynamics of certainclasses of quadratic nonlinear systems. The methodsdeveloped are well suited for the problem of algebraicintegrability of systems and further research is beingpursued in that direction. Other aspects of the projectcover the study of centre singularities (some work isin progress with L. Farell) as well as the gluing andresummation of local first integrals around a singu-larity or global ones.
Multi-sensor data fusion
Elisa Shahbazian

Elisa Shahbazian is responsible for conception,prioritization, and coordination of all R&D activitiesat Lockheed Martin Electronic Systems Canada(LMESC). LMESC is a leader in the integration andmanagement of complex programs and systems.These systems require applications of Image Analysisand Data Fusion technologies for enhancing their de-cision aid capabilities by: (a) integrating informationfrom multiple dissimilar sources to derive maximuminformation about the phenomenon being observed(Level 1 of Data Fusion or Multi-Sensor Data Fusion);(b) to evaluate/make inferences about the meaningof this phenomenon (Level 2 and 3 of Data Fusion orSituation and Threat Assessment); and (c) to proposeactions that should be taken in the evaluated situa-tions (Level 4 of Data Fusion and Resource Manage-ment).Elisa Shahbazian leads a team of 10 scientists spe-cializing in various areas of Data Fusion and ImageAnalysis and a team of engineers who build the highperformance computer infrastructure necessary todemonstrate the enhanced decision aid capabilities forthe complex programs and systems of interest toLMESC.Elisa Shahbazian’s current research activities fallwithin the field of Multi-Sensor Data Fusion (MSDF)and analyses/selection of MSDF techniques andarchitectures for integration into existing systems,where data management is performed using conven-tional techniques.MSDF is one of the key future technologies whoseapplications can range from the military to the com-mercial, from computer vision and medical diagnos-tics to smart structures and image recognition for spacesatellites, and to surveillance, search and rescue.As a technology, MSDF is actually the integrationand application of many traditional disciplines andnew areas of engineering to achieve the fusion of data.

These areas include communication and decisiontheory, epistemology and uncertainty management,estimation theory, digital signal processing, compu-ter science and artificial intelligence. Methods for rep-resenting and processing data (signals) coming fromdissimilar sensors are adapted from each of these dis-ciplines to perform data fusion.
Nonsmooth analysis: theory and
applications
Ronald Stern

The field of nonsmooth analysis, pioneered by F.H.Clarke in the 1970’s, provides a “calculus” for func-tions which are nondifferentiable and possibly noteven continuous, and which are therefore not amena-ble to treatment by standard (i.e. smooth) methods.On the geometric side there have been many impor-tant applications of this theory in recent years, nota-bly in optimization, control, and general dynamicalsystems (invariance theory and existence of equilibria).Ron Stern, in collaboration with F.H. Clarke, Yu. S.Ledyaev, P.R. Wolenski, and J.J. Ye, has been contrib-uting in these areas in recent years. At present, a gen-eral problem Stern is working on is the constructionof control feedback laws in certain control problems,using the tools of nonsmooth analysis.
Quantum integrable systems
John Toth

John Toth’s principal area of research is thesemiclassical spectral asymptotics of quantum inte-grable Hamiltonians. In particular, his work focuseson pointwise bounds for joint eigenfunctions, in termsof fractional powers of the semiclassical parameter.He is also working on analogous bounds for Toeplitzeigenfunctions on compact, CR manifolds.The relevant techniques involve microlocal,Carleman-type estimates for the F.B.I. transforms ofeigenfunctions.
Data fusion
Pierre Valin

Pierre Valin’s main research interest is multi-sen-sor data fusion.Data fusion coming from dissimilar sensors allowsfor an optimal synergy leading to better tracking andan identification of the target that is faster and safer.Various algorithms for sensors of the Canadian frig-
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ate are presently under consideration for the Cana-dian surveillance airplane Aurora (CP-140). Amongthe new challenges are:(i) the presence of imaging sensors (infrared and syn-thetic aperture) that call for algorithms for shape rec-ognition,(ii) the presence of a higher rate of false contacts due towaves and(iii) a usually higher density of targets.Distinguishing and identifying several boats of vari-ous shapes in close formation on an agitated seapresents more difficulties than tracking well-separatedairplanes in a blue sky.
Statistical and quantum field methods
in solid state physics
Carolyne Van Vliet

Carolyne Van Vliet’s recent research interests havebeen concentrated on the following two subjects:(i) development of kinetic equations for transportproperties in solid-state systems, together with de-tailed computations of the electrical conductance insuch systems and (ii) electrical current fluctuations(called “electrical noise”) in small systems and devices.All kinetic equations in statistical mechanics arebased on two patterns. First, following Liouville andvon Neumann, one considers all interactions and ex-ternally applied fields on the many-body level. Whilethis requires a “rather complete” Hamiltonian for thewhole system, the advantage is that the equations onthis level are linear so that standard functional analy-sis applies. Second, in many cases, one can considerthe behaviour of quasi-particles, such as “dressed elec-trons” which are virtually independent, a processstarted by Boltzmann. One particle energies are easilyformulated but the ensuing kinetic equations are quad-ratic or higher order in the collision terms. New quan-tum versions of this approach were successfully ob-tained by Van Vliet and Vassilopoulos.Short noise and thermal noise, and their combinedeffect in mesoscopic quasi-one-dimensional conduc-tors, was investigated by Van Vliet and Sreenivasan.This research is on the very edge of current develop-ments in ultra-small electronic conductors and devices.The first low frequency result was given by Landauerand Martin. We extended and improved an approxi-mation first used by Kuhn and Reggiani, employingquantum-field methods, obtaining both equilibriumresults and non-equilibrium results under appliedfields valid up to a terahertz (1012 hz). Full agreement

with low frequency formulas of Landauer and Mar-tin is obtained.
Quantum physics and combinatorics
Luc Vinet

The main objectives of Luc Vinet’s researchprojects are: (i) to develop the appropriate theoreticaltools for solving important models of quantum many-body physics; (ii) to advance the theory of symmetricfunctions. Last year, in collaboration with his Ph.D.student Luc Lapointe, Luc Vinet made a major steptowards obtaining an algebraic solution of theCalogero-Sutherland model, and in so doing provedlongstanding conjectures on some of the most impor-tant symmetric polynomials in algebraic combinator-ics. With Roberto Floreanini (Trieste) and JeanLeTourneux, Luc Vinet has pursued his systematic in-vestigation of the quantum algebraic interpretation of
q-special functions. He has also undertaken a study ofdifference equations form the symmetry point of view.
Lie symmetries of difference equations
Pavel Winternitz

Lie groups as symmetry groups of differentialequations provide powerful tools for solving suchequations, especially when combined with singular-ity theory and other attributes of modern integrabil-ity theory. Pavel Winternitz, together with Decio Levi(University of Rome III) and Luc Vinet, is developinga formalism that should be equally useful for treatingdifference equations. Two different approaches arebeing considered simultaneously. One applies to dif-ferential difference equations, involving both continu-ous and discrete variables. Transformations involvingthe continuous variables are treated via Lie algebras,the discrete ones are treated globally. In the secondapproach all variables are continuous, but their incre-ments are discrete, i.e. differences figure instead ofderivatives. The symmetry group is then constructedvia “discrete prolongation” techniques, adapted fromthe usual Lie techniques used for differential equa-tions. In order to recover all Lie point symmetries of adifferential equation in the continuous limit, it turnsout to be necessary to consider a much larger class ofsymmetries in the discrete case. They act simultane-ously on the entire lattice, not just at one point.
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Assessing the quality of bootstrap
samples and estimates
Yannis Yatracos

Yannis Yatracos’ research deals with the problemof estimation intrinsically associated with thebootstrap that gives motivation for the method to beused in evaluating the quality of bootstrap samplesand estimates. For a large class of models it has beenshown that, as the dimension d of the model increases,the quality of the sample obtained by resampling de-creases compared with that of the original sample, andit is less probable that the bootstrap estimate will beclose to the target. In particular, the quality of the sam-ple obtained for the case of a uniform law is compara-ble to that of a sample from a model of infinite dimen-sion. Finally measures are introduced to determine theefficiency of estimators obtained by resampling andthe compatibility of different models with theresampling.
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SCIENTIFIC ACTIVITIES

CRM Summer School on Boundaries,
Interfaces, and Transitions6-18 August 1995, Banff (Alberta)Org.: Michel Delfour (chair, CRM & Université deMontréal), John Chadam (Fields Institute &McMaster University), Michel Fortin (UniversitéLaval), Augusto Visintin (Università degli Studi diTrento, Italie), Jean-Paul Zolésio (Institut NonLinéaire de Nice, France)

The themes of the CRM Summer School at Banffwere shape and structural optimization (includingmicrostructures), phase transition and moving bound-ary problems, numerical methods for the above typesof problems. We were not able to cover everythingand had to make choices. The choice of the topic wasmotivated by earlier cooperation between JohnChadam and Delfour in the Summer 1990. Chadamwas co-organizer of the International Meeting on FreeBoundaries, and Delfour was the organizer of theNATO-ASI Séminaire de Mathématiques Supérieureson Shape Optimization and Free Boundaries. It wasan attempt to bring together researchers from bothcommunities and favour exchanges and collaborationin areas where the geometry, boundaries and inter-faces play a central role. We feel that the experiencewas extremely successful and that the School (5 yearslater) confirmed this sentiment.The use of the geometry in the design, identifica-tion and control of technological processes has beensteadily increasing. Shape and optimal design havebeen concerned with the improvement and the de-sign of mechanical parts (N. Kikuchi for the automo-tive industry). However other original applications ap-peared in image processing (Geman and Geman,Ambrosio, Richardson, Morel, Lions, etc.), compositematerials, aerospace engineering (reservoirs with flex-ible membranes, shape control of parabolic antennas),etc. In other applications the geometry appears as acontrol variable as in “optimal swimming” and stabi-lization of membranes and plates by periodic varia-tions of the boundary.Geometric measure theory which has been ex-

tremely successful in the theory of minimal surfacesis now widely used in Shape optimization. In the samedirection the recent work on Motion by Mean Curva-ture, Hysteresis problems, etc., clearly provides fun-damental tools which can be used in other contexts.The School was primarily aimed at Ph.D. studentsin their final years and recent Ph.D.’s. Its objective wasto give a broad introduction to contemporary prob-lems where the geometry or the structure is a key vari-able in the understanding, modelling and control ofphysical and technological systems and problems, andto expose the participants to some of the latest devel-opments in the associated Mathematics, Mechanics,and Physics.It covered selected aspects of shape optimizationand optimal design, mathematical models in materialsciences, hysteresis, superconductivity, phase transi-tion, moving boundary problems, and some of theassociated numerical issues.In addition to the 9 main speakers, we had 5young, outstanding Canadian speakers (3 are women)to complement and expand the lectures of the mainspeakers. Six special talks were also given in the after-noon seminar. The main speakers (6 hours) and theirtitle were: John Chadam (McMaster Univ. and FieldsInstitute), Reactive Flows in Porous Media; AlainDamlamian (École Polytechnique, France), Variationalapproach to the Stefan problem and extensions to the phasefield model with constraints; Michel Delfour (CRM &Univ. de Montréal), Introduction to shape and geometricoptimization; Ingo Mueller (Technische UniversitätBerlin), Mechanics and thermodynamics of phase transi-tions in shape memory alloys; Jacob Rubinstein (Technion,Israel), Mathematical models in superconductivity; MeteSoner (Carnegie Mellon, USA), Front propagation andphase field theory; Claudio Verdi (Università di Milano,Italy), Numerical analysis of geometric motion of fronts;Augusto Visintin (Università degli Studi di Trento,Italy), Models of Hysteresis; Jian-Jun Xu (McGill), Inter-facial Instabilities, Pattern Formation and Selection.The other speakers (2 hours) and their title were:Anne Bourlioux (CERCA & Université de Montréal),Detonation and propagation of shocks; Lia Bronsard

Theme Year 1995-1996:
Numerical and Applied Analysis
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(McMaster University), Interface dynamics as singularlimits of Ginzburg-Landau equations; Katie Coughlin(CERCA & Université de Montréal), Transition to tur-bulence; Robert Guénette (Université Laval), Numeri-cal analysis of viscoelastic fluids and liquid crystals; MichaelWard (Univ. of British Columbia), Dynamical Metast-ability and Singular Perturbations.The six special talks (1 hour) were: Toyohiko Aiki(Gifu University, Japan), One-phase Stefan problems forsemilinear parabolic equations; Changfeng Gui (Univ. ofBritish Columbia), A three layered minimizer in triplephase transition; William D. Kalies (Georgia Instituteof Technology), On the asymptotic behaviour of a phase-field model for elastic phase transitions; NobuyukiKenmochi (Chiba University, Japan), Attractors for non-isothermal models of phase transitions; Robert E. O’Malley,Jr (Chiba University, Japan), Supersensitivity of shocksand transition layers for certain singularly perturbed bound-ary value problems; Hong-Ming Yin (University ofNotre-Dame, USA), A free boundary problem describinga chemical diffusion process with localized reaction.The lecture notes of the CRM School will appearin the CRM Proceedings and Lecture Notes Seriespublished by the AMS. In addition a book by C. Verdihas been accepted in our Monograph Series.
Numerical Methods for the Euler and
Navier-Stokes EquationsOrganized in collaboration with CERCA14-16 September 1995, Hotel Bonaventure/Hilton,MontréalOrg.: Paul Arminjon (chair, CRM & Univ. de Mon-tréal), Alain Dervieux (INRIA, France), Michel Fortin(Univ. Laval, Québec), Wagdi G. Habashi (ConcordiaUniv. and CERCA)

The aim of the conference was to bring togethersome of the leading specialists in the field of numeri-cal methods for the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations,and to give a comprehensive survey of recent devel-opments in high resolution methods (finite differences,finite elements, finite volumes) for compressible andincompressible flows. A wide range of numerical ex-periments with numerous applications to engineer-ing problems was presented and discussed.The total number of registered participants was75 and the high quality of the speakers led to a clearand interesting exposition of many of the most im-portant aspects of recent research in computationalfluid dynamics, with a strong emphasis on compress-ible flows and applications to aerodynamics.

A large number of advanced Ph.D. students (35)participated in the conference, and several of themmentioned they were very pleased to attend lecturesof the highest standard which were at the same timewell structured, clearly presented and included inter-esting recent developments in numerical methods forthe Euler and Navier-Stokes equations as well as alarge number of numerical applications to real engi-neering problems. Among those many applications,we should mention: A. Jameson (aerodynamics con-sultant for major American aircraft manufacturers),A. Dervieux, O. Pironneau, B. Stoufflet (aerodynam-ics consultants for Dassault Aviation and Aerospatiale,France), B. van Leer, E. Tadmor, E. Turkel, H. Yee (con-sultants for the NASA), S.K. Godunov (formerly amain scientific consultant for computational aerody-namics to the Russian airplane and space programs),M. Fortin and W.G. Habashi (consultants for Hydro-Quebec and Pratt and Whitney, respectively).The series of lectures addressed five fundamen-tal aspects of research in Computational Methods forthe Euler and Navier-Stokes Equations.
Numerical methods for the Euler equations. R.Abgrall (INRIA) presented his work with A. Hartenon Multiresolution Representation in UnstructuredMeshes, a technique for representing data which origi-nate from discretization of functions in unstructuredmeshes in terms of their local scale components, bymeans of a nested sequence of discretizations. A.Dervieux (INRIA) described two strategies, based onMixed Finite Element – Finite Volume methods, to at-tenuate or completely avoid spurious numerical dif-fusion (derivation of a higher-order dissipation or con-struction of flow dependent finite volume partitions).M. Hafez (U. of California, Davis) presented someanomalies associated with the non-uniqueness of thenumerical solution of the Euler equations. B. van Leer(University of Michigan) discussed interesting issuesassociated with operator splitting and staggered grids,and presented his joint work with E. Turkel on a com-parison of preconditioning methods (for both for Eulerand Navier-Stokes). E. Tadmor (Tel Aviv Universityand U.C.L.A.) described his one-dimensional non-os-cillatory central differencing scheme where Riemannproblems at the cell interfaces are bypassed by usingtwo alternate grid systems (joint work with H.Nessyahu). X.D. Liu (Courant Institute for Mathemati-cal Sciences, NYU), in joint work with P.D. Lax, intro-duced a new positivity principle for numericalschemes for hyperbolic systems, and presented a fam-
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ily of space and time - second order accurate schemeswith a very simple structure using characteristic de-composition. Comparison with well-established meth-ods showed that the new schemes are competitive.
Numerical methods for the Navier-Stokes equations.M.J. Ivanov (Central Institute of Aviation Motors,Moscow) described recent CFD developments andapplications for steady and transient flows in differ-ent types of turboengines and their components. O.Pironneau (Université Paris VI and INRIA) spoke onwall laws for turbulent flows, which are extensivelyused to eliminate from the domains of computationregions of strong gradients or regions where the ge-ometry is complex. He gave an interpretation of walllaws by domain decomposition, of error estimates forapproximations on a simple potential flow with com-plex boundaries, and presented several test cases forturbulent flows. B. Stoufflet (Dassault Aviation) out-lined recent efforts and improvements to remedy thedeficiencies of numerical methods when implementedin industrial codes, and to insert those methods as ef-ficient tools and analysis algorithms in the process ofnumerical shape optimization. H. Yee (NASA-Ames)reported on super-stable implicit methods and time-marching approaches, showing how the use of dy-namical system theory can contribute to reliability,efficiency, stability and convergence properties of time-dependent approaches for obtaining steady-state nu-merical solutions (joint work with P.K. Sweby).
Multidimensional algorithms. P. Arminjon (Univer-sité de Montréal) presented a two-dimensional finitevolume extension of the Lax-Friedrichs and Nessyahu-Tadmor schemes (joint work with M.C. Viallon, Univ.de St-Etienne), with several applications to typical 2-dimensional problems (on unstructured grids). H.Deconinck (Vrije Universiteit Brussel) reported oncompact multidimensional upwind schemes for theEuler equations on unstructured meshes, showing therelation with finite element methods and other distri-bution schemes by reuniting them as Fluctuation-Split-ting schemes (joint work with H. Paillère). C. Hirsch(Vrije Universiteit Brussel) presented some multidi-mensional upwind algorithms for the Euler andNavier-Stokes equations, using a cell-centred finitevolume approach on structured grids, leading to firstand second order accurate schemes with respectivelyminimum and zero cross diffusion (joint work with P.van Ransbeeck). R.J. LeVeque (University of Washing-ton) described a three-dimensional algorithm for gen-

eral hyperbolic systems of conservation laws, consist-ing of an unsplit finite volume method based on solv-ing one-dimensional Riemann problems on piecewiseconstant states rather than interpolated values, andthen using the waves arising from this solution to de-fine second order correction terms; the waves are fur-ther split by solving Riemann problems in the trans-verse direction to model the cross-derivative terms(joint work with J.O. Langseth).
Grid generation and mesh adaptation. W.G. Habashi(Concordia University/Pratt and Whitney) presentedan edge-based mesh adaptation procedure using meshorientation and stretching, and based on error esti-mates and mechanisms to recast the mesh accordingto these error estimates. Numerous numerical testsgave good evidence of the efficiency of the method(joint work with M. Fortin and the two authors’ stu-dent teams at Concordia and Laval University). S.K.Godunov (Russian Academy of Sciences) one of thepioneers in Computational Fluid Dynamics, describedhis joint work with V.M. Gordienko and G.A.Chumakov on the theory of two-dimensional quasi-isometric grid construction.
Present status, Challenges and Future in CFD. Fi-nally, A. Jameson (Princeton University), in the lastlecture, gave a remarkable survey of the role of com-putational fluid dynamics as a tool for aircraft design.Addressing the requirements for effective industrialuse, and the trade-offs between modelling accuracyand computational costs, he discussed the main is-sues in algorithm design, together with a unified ap-proach to the design of shock capturing schemes. Hethen described his use of techniques drawn from con-trol theory to determine optimal aerodynamics shapes,concluding that, in the future, multidisciplinary analy-sis and optimization should be combined to providean integrated numerical design environment.
Semi-analytic Methods
for the Navier-Stokes EquationsOrganized in collaboration with CERCA2-6 October 1995, CRMOrg.: Katie Coughlin (CERCA & Univ. de Montréal)

This workshop was held as part of the CRM the-matic year on Numerical Analysis, ApproximationTheory, and Applications, and was one of three heldin the fall on numerical methods in fluid dynamics.Thirty-one participants attended, coming from
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Canada, the U.S., Europe and Asia. Being a somewhatspecialized subject, the workshop was organized tobe small-scale and informal, with each invited speakergiving two hours of lectures, leaving plenty of timefor interaction. The attendance was divided about fifty-fifty between mathematicians and physicists. An ef-fort was made to encourage attendance by research-ers and students in Montréal.The goal of the workshop was to bring togetherresearchers from different disciplines, who share aninterest in developing innovative methods for the so-lutions of partial differential equations, primarily (butnot exclusively) the equations describing fluid motion.The particular issue that arises in this context is thecoexistence of coherent, structured flow on large scaleswith apparently random fluctuations on small scales.For computational methods to resolve exactly all theimportant scales is generally impractical, and so onewants to develop methods which treat the small scalesby a statistical model and retain the more-or-less ex-act dynamics at large scales. This idea has proven tobe quite difficult to implement in a well-defined way,suggesting that much of the physics and mathemat-ics of the “apparently random fluctuations on smallscales,” and how they affect the large scale motion, isnot well understood. Each of the invited speakers con-tributed a different perspective to this basic problemof interaction between large and small scales.The topics selected were divided into three gen-eral themes: physical fluid dynamics and physicalmodelling; statistical approaches and modelling ofdata; and the theory of inertial manifolds applied tocomputational techniques.In the first category, Phil Marcus (U.C. Berkeley)and Jeff Weiss (U. Colorado) spoke about geophysicalfluid dynamics, in which one commonly sees the for-mation of large “coherent structures” (such as the RedSpot of Jupiter, or the Gulf Stream) in a turbulent back-ground. They emphasized that often the physical proc-esses leading to structure formation can be understoodwith relatively simple models, even though a com-plete mathematical description is lacking. Tom Warn(McGill) spoke about the difficulties of developing rig-orously consistent models of turbulence. KatieCoughlin (U. de Montréal) discussed the particularproblems associated with transitional flows, for whichthere is a temporal as well as spatial intermittency tothe turbulence. Charles Meneveau (Johns Hopkins)discussed large eddy simulations of turbulent flows,which model the effect of small scales by an averagetaken along a fluid particle path line.

In the second category, Emily Ching (CUHK) pre-sented a theoretical analysis of the statistics of passivescalar fluctuations, with comparison to experiment.S. Balachandar (U. Illinois) discussed a statistical tech-nique for extracting coherent features from velocitydata, which can be used for example to compare struc-tures in different physical situations. Henry Greenside(Duke University) discussed various attempts to quan-tify pattern order and disorder in convection calcula-tions, using ideas taken from statistical and condensedmatter physics. Michael Kirby (Colorado State) pre-sented an innovative technique for constructing lowdimensional models of PDE’s by training a neural netwith numerical data. Nadine Aubry (CUNY) pre-sented an extension of the Karhunen-Loève decom-position, a technique which decomposes a randomfield into a set of modes which is optimal in the en-ergy norm, to space and time dependent fields.In the third category, Edriss Titi (U.C. Irvine) pre-sented an overview of the theory of inertial manifoldsand the related nonlinear Galerkin numerical meth-ods, and discussed results which suggest that theymay provide a framework for understanding finitedimensional behaviour in the Navier-Stokes Equa-tions. Martine Marion (Lyon) presented a finite ele-ment algorithm for the equations on an approximateinertial manifold, along with error estimates and dif-ferent implementations. John Heywood (UBC)pointed out that improved error estimates fornonlinear Galerkin methods may be attributed to areduction in the severity of the Gibbs phenomena, andthat one should be careful in giving physical interpre-tations of the theory. He also presented a new adap-tive Fourier spectral method developed for 2D forcedflows.Overall, the response of the participants (most ofwhom were unfamiliar with the work of about onehalf of the other attendees) to the broad range of dis-ciplines represented was very enthusiastic. The math-ematicians were interested to see how much could belearned by physical reasoning, and the physicistsfound the discussion of basic mathematical problemsto be very illuminating. The two-hour format was alsowell-received, as it allowed a thorough presentationof each speaker’s material. Thus, as a forum for theexchange of scientific ideas, the workshop was verysuccessful.
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Numerical Methods in Fluid MechanicsOrganized in collaboration with CERCA13-22 November 1995, CRMOrg.: Alain Vincent (CERCA & Univ. de Montréal)
The goal of this workshop was to bring togetherduring two weeks the top world experts on currentnumerical methods in fluid mechanics. The lectureswere presented at the level of graduate students, re-searchers and engineers. The 60 or so participants werefrom universities in Montreal but also from Canada,Europe and North America.The following themes were covered.

New numerical techniques for environment study.Jean Cote (RPN, Montreal, Canada) gave a lecture onthe computer code “Global Finite Elements” currentlyin testing for numerical weather forecasting at Envi-ronment Canada. The code uses the semi-Lagrangianmethod that leads to better time stability. Sylvie Gravel(RPN, Montreal, Canada) presented the principalproblems related to semi-implicit and semi-Lagrang-ian schemes. David Dritschel (Cambridge University,UK) gave two lectures on contour dynamics. This nu-merical method leads to a very precise resolution ofvorticity filaments and can be used for simulations ofthe stratospheric polar vortex for example. A newmethod for continuous remeshing using a calculationof the coordinate system metrics was used to studythe dynamics of tornadoes by Brian Fiedler (Univer-sity of Oklahoma). This method offers an interestingalternative to industrial automatic remeshing codes.Ue-Li Pen (Princeton) uses a very similar method todescribe astrophysical flows. Ue-Li and Brian wereable to compare their algorithms during the workshopand the technique developed independently for as-trophysical problems appeared to be more powerful.
Closure techniques for simulation of turbulent  flu-ids are divided into two categories: large eddy simu-lation (LES) and Reynolds stress tensor modelling. Thestate of the art for LES was described by Joel Fertziger(Stanford). In particular he mentioned a LES modelfor flows around buildings. The modelling of theReynolds stress tensor was detailed in a series of 5lectures by Brian Launder (Manchester). These meth-ods, more complex but also more precise than the “k-epsilon” method, are starting to be used in industry.
Methods to deal with discontinuities. Charles Hirsch(Vrije Universiteit, Bruxelles) spoke about shock cap-

turing schemes and of new multidimensional upwindschemes that seem to be very powerful. Stanley Osher(UCLA, Los Angeles) described essentially non-oscil-latory schemes (ENO) for the combustion case.Maurice Meneguzzi (IDRIS, Paris) uses these meth-ods for the simulation of two-phase fluids (e.g. waterand oil) that are important for the oil industry. Thewater-oil interface is treated as an internal boundary.The internal boundary techniques are also active top-ics of mathematical research. Alfio Quarteroni(Cagliari, Italy) gave a series of lectures on domaindecomposition methods.
Finite difference methods can also be used for highprecision calculations by using compact schemes.Sanjiva Lele (Stanford) presented us some of their ap-plications in engineering.
Finally, Claude Basdevant (Ecole Normale Superieure,Paris) talked about wavelet methods for the resolu-tion of PDE’s. These questions are still open and, forthe time being, the applications are limited to the one-dimensional Burger equation.

The audience was larger than foreseen, forcing usto change the conference hall at the last minute. Thecourses were most appreciated. Even the Masters stu-dents were able to learn something about these ad-vanced subjects. Not only did it provide an opportu-nity for young researchers to meet the leaders of thesubject, but it also allowed time to develop a profes-sional relationship with them.
Spline Functions and the Theory of
Wavelets22 January- 12 April 1996, CRMOrg.: Martin Bilodeau (Université de Montréal),Gilles Deslauriers (École Polytechnique, Montréal),Serge Dubuc (Université de Montréal), VéroniqueHussin (Université de Montréal), Jean-Marc Lina(CRM & Université de Montréal), Brenda MacGib-bon (UQAM), Marc Moore (École Polytechnique,Montréal), Sherman Riemenschneider (Universityof Alberta)

Ten workshops on spline functions and the theoryof wavelets took place at the CRM during the wintersemester. The emphasis was on recent developmentsin both theoretical aspects and applications, particu-larly on curve and surface modeling. Among the theo-retical aspects was an up-to-date presentation of
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splines in one and several variables. The applications,beside numerical imaging and interpolation, were sig-nal processing, numerical solutions of differentialequations, fractal geometry, and other applications tophysics and statistics. Work done in Edmonton andMontreal was thoroughly discussed. The workshopsbrought together mathematicians, computer scientists,engineers, physicists and statisticians. Unusual for amathematical meeting were the presence of profes-sionals from the film and animation industry, optom-etrists, meteorologists, telecommunication scientists,and even one economist. The fact that the subject ofwavelets is particularly popular in France, the UnitedStates, and Canada was an asset for the organizationof the workshops and a factor in their scientific suc-cess. The ties among Canada, the United States, andFrance were reinforced through these meetings.There were, in total, 89 one-hour lectures and 39half-hour communications. The average size of theaudience was around 30 participants. The Aisenstadtlectureship was held by Prof. Yves Meyer, and a veryfaithful audience of over one hundred attended his 5lectures. (See description in the section Chaire Aisen-stadt.) Three discussion sessions were organized ongeometric modeling, multifractal applications, andwavelets in physics. A video of a conference byDaubechies was presented and two participants gavesoftware demonstrations. Finally two of the partici-pants gave a lecture for undergraduates in the weeklyseries of the Département de mathématiques et destatistique of the Université de Montréal.The countries represented were Canada (31), theUnited States (38), France (21), Germany (7), Argen-tina (3), Switzerland (3), Australia (2), Belgium (2),Chile (2), Croatia (2), the Netherlands (2), Japan (2),England (1), Cyprus (1), Scotland (1), Israel (1), Po-land (1) and Russia (1). To these one must add fifty-eight local participants.In total the workshop represented 47 days of ac-tivity with, on average, 3 lectures per day. This relaxedformat allowed for a high level of interaction and metwith unanimous approval.A particular effort was made to maximize the ben-efit of the workshops for Canadian students. Duringthe fall of 1995, a course on splines and wavelets wasgiven at the graduate level. Around twenty Canadianstudents received a stipend to attend the workshopsand to give lectures on their work.The one-hour lectures will be collected in a pro-ceedings if the material proves sufficiently original.The refereeing committee will be made up of Alain

Arnéodo, John Benedetto, Hermann Brunner, Sté-phane Jaffard, Alain Le Méhauté, Brenda MacGibbon,Sherman Riemenschneider, and Philippe Tchamitchi-an. Publication is currently set for the end of 1997. TheAisenstadt lectures given by Prof. Meyer will be pub-lished separately by the AMS in the CRM Proceed-ings and Lecture Notes.
Geometric modeling of splines (22-26 January). Sur-face modeling using spline functions was the mainsubject of this workshop. Several applications werepresented: fabric texture representation (J.P. Dussault,Sherbrooke), cornea modeling for diagnostic purposesin optometry (B. Barsky, UC at Berkeley), rigid struc-tures and surface intersections in architecture (T.Grandine, Boeing Comp. Services). A roundtablebrought together people from various horizons: math-ematicians interested in surfaces, computer scientistsworking in the film industry (more precisely atSoftimage), engineers working on airplane modelingat Boeing or on image processing through telecom-munications.
Splines for approximations and for differential equa-tions (29 January - 2 February). Two approaches werediscussed here. The first one stressed the use of one-and two-variable functions in approximation prob-lems. The second one presented the efficient applica-tion of splines to the solution of differential equations.In particular, H. Brunner (Memorial) presented anexcellent overview of the latter, covering the main re-sults of the last twenty years or so. Two researchersfrom Croatia also gave relevant lectures.
Splines and wavelets (12-16 February). This work-shop acted as a bridge between the first two and theone that followed, on the theory of wavelets and theirapplications. Six leaders in the field of two-variablewavelet theory and applications and multivariatesplines (Micchelli, Goodman, Riemenschneider, Chui,Ron, and Ward) were among the lecturers. Prof. Chuialso gave the CRM-ISM Colloquium.
Wavelets and approximation (19-23 February). Nonlin-ear approximations through wavelets was the dominanttheme during this workshop which was directed prima-rily by De Vore. As was pointed out by B. Lucier (Purdue),this subject is extremely popular, in particular due to thedecision of the FBI to use wavelets in fingerprint com-pression. The importance of Besov spaces in approxima-tion theory was also stressed. D. Hardin (Vanderbilt) pre-
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sented a recent construction of “intertwined” multireso-lution analysis that enhanced the reputation of the groupat Georgia Tech that discovered it. Other conferences cov-ered the resolution of hyperbolic equations and multi-variate wavelet approximation.
Multiresolution analysis and subdivision operators(26 February - 1 March). Multiresolution analysis isat the heart of the theory of wavelets. It was discussedby, among others, Cohen (Univ. Pierre et Marie Cu-rie), who won the Popov Prize for his work in approxi-mation theory. Dyn (Tel Aviv) presented subdivisionschemes that have important applications in curve andsurface generation by computer. This workshop wasvery popular with graduate students; five of them alsopresented their recent results.
Wavelets and differential equations (4-8 March). Theimportance of wavelets in the solution of pde’s is be-ing increasingly recognized and this workshop pro-vided an opportunity to survey their various uses.France and Germany were well represented. Severaldiscussions on approaches to numerical solution ofpde’s took place between the American school (repre-sented by G. Beylkin (Colorado)) and the French one(P. Tchamitchian (Aix-Marseille), V. Perrier (Lab. deMétéorologie Dynamique-ENS, Paris), J. Liandrat(Marseille)). Elliptic, hyperbolic, and parabolic pde’swere covered as well as nonlinear equations such asthose of Burger and Kuramoto-Sivashinsky. Turbu-lence was discussed by M. Farge (ENS, Paris) and M.Wickerhauser (Washington Univ.).
Wavelets in signal processing and image analysis (11-15 March). With the explosion of telecommunicationsand numerical image analysis, wavelets became pow-erful tools in the field of signal processing, even be-fore the word “wavelet” was coined by Meyer. Thisworkshop attracted the largest audience. It coincidedwith the Chaire Aisenstadt held by Meyer himself. Hismain topics were multifractal analysis, microlocalanalysis, Mallat’s algorithm (often used in imageanalysis), and the Marseille algorithm for the detec-tion of chirps and fractionnary brownian motion. Dueto the wide spectrum of applications to image analy-sis and to physics, a large audience attended the en-tire series of lectures. The workshop also offered otherexceptional lectures. D. Donoho (Stanford) presentedschemes of nonlinear refinement for signal statisticalanalysis. G. Strang (MIT), Kovasevic (AT&T-Bell Labs),Benedetto (Maryland) and S. Myers (IBM) also made

important contributions. The topics ranged from voicerecognition and detection of early signs of epilepticseizures to filters and image analysis. The speakersalso included engineers form Toronto, scientists fromthe Centre for Research in Communications locatedin Ottawa, and scientists from Australia.
Wavelets and fractals (18-21 March). Very often infractal geometry can one witness a multiresolutionanalysis intimately tied to wavelet theory. One of theleaders in this field, S. Jaffard (Créteil) has shown thatthe coefficients of the wavelet expansion give thefractal dimension of the set of singular points of a func-tion. These fundamental results show the importanceof wavelet multifractal analysis. This was the centraltheme of the workshop. A. Arnéodo (CNRS-Bordeaux)gave an interesting application of wavelets to DNAchains.
Wavelets in physics (25-29 March). Quantum me-chanics had an impact early in the development ofwavelets, and it was natural that this workshop shouldstart with a detailed presentation of this subject (T. Ali(Concordia)). G. Battle (Texas A&M) explored thistheme further in quantum field theory. Other subjectsin physics were also touched upon: multifractal for-malism applied to turbulence and to cluster growthmay be among the most exciting. A. Arnéodo, J. Muzy(CNRS-Bordeaux) and S. Jaffard gave a detailed ac-count of the formalism with its thermodynamical cor-respondence. J.P. Antoine (Louvain-la-Neuve) pre-sented recent applications in solid state and atomicphysics.
Splines and wavelets in statistics (8-12 April). Statis-ticians often use powerful tools based on spline func-tions and wavelets. Statistics, on the other hand, alsoraises new questions about these tools. Johnstone(Stanford), Houdré (Atlanta) and von Sachs (Kaiser-lautern) discussed several uses of wavelets for dataanalysis with noise. A. Anroniadis (IMAG, France) andN. Heckman (UBC), among others, showed thatsplines often lead to better estimation of parameters.J. Ramsay (Florida) expanded on several statisticalproblems related to emission tomography.
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Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)15-30 April 1996, CRMOrg.: Yoshua Bengio (Univ. de Montréal), Renato deMori (McGill Univ.), Bertrand Giraud (CEA, France),Bernard Goulard (CRM & Univ. de Montréal)
The workshops on artificial neural networks(ANN) were aimed at providing a state-of-the-art sur-vey of the field. These activities were devoted to thetheoretical aspects (statistics and learning) during thefirst week, and then to the structure and applicationsto signal processing (in one and two dimensions). Thepresent workshop was a natural complement to theseveral workshops on wavelets of the thematic semes-ter. Its program was intended to clarify the relation-ship between ANN-statistics (early workshops) andthe wavelets-statistics relations that were discussedin the final workshop on wavelets. Discussions ofANN’s in finance (last two days) produced a naturaltransition to the workshop on the Mathematics of Fi-nance (see below).Several topics were vigorously debated. On thetheoretical side, the question of how to control theproblem of over-generalization was raised. After anintroduction of the subject by Yoshua Bengio, FredericoGirosi and Vladimir Vapnik, two viewpoints were pre-sented, namely that of regularization and that of au-tomatic control of capacity. Another theoretical idea(though close to applications) appeared repeatedly:the use of a set of models for the reduction of the vari-ance of the generalization error (Yoshua Bengio, Jean-Pierre Nadal, Nathan Intrator). It was stimulating tohear rather different viewpoints expressed by physi-cists, computer scientists, and statisticians during thequestion periods.On the applications side, several practical uses ofANN’s were discussed by Marco Gori, BertrandGiraud, Simon Haykin, Hervé Bourlard, MichaelMozer, Patrice Simard, Yann Le Cun and Paul Refenes.Marco Gori gave a presentation on a laptop computerof a recognition system for license plates. Many newalgorithms were presented, such as those of GeoffHinton and Peter Dayan (Helmholtz’ machine), SamyBengio (Markov models of input-output), MichaelJordan (graphical models), to name only a few. Morespecialized communications were also presented: oncognitive psychology and reinforcement algorithms(Jordan Pollak, Sue Becker, Geoff Hinton, FernandoPineda, Michael Mozer), implementation on chips(Hans Peter Graf, Jocelyn Cloutier), and financial ap-plications (Yoshua Bengio, Paul Refenes, René Garcia).

The number of participants during the two weekswas ninety. The audience was larger than expectedand required a last minute change of conference hall.Many of the participants commented on the high levelof the conference. Several discussions led to new col-laborations, in particular with P. Refenes (LondonSchool of Economics), K. Muller (GMD-FIRST-Berlin)and B. Giraud (Physique théorique-Saclay), and prob-ably many others.
Mathematics of FinanceOrganized in collaboration with CIRANO30 April - 3 May 1996, CRMOrg.: Jérôme Detemple (CIRANO & McGill Univ. ),Daniel Dufresne (CRM & Univ. de Montréal), ÉricGhysels (CIRANO & Univ. de Montréal), MartinGoldstein (CRM & Univ. de Montréal)Advisory Committee: Luis Caffarelli (I.A.S.), DarrellDuffie (Stanford), Ioannis Karatzas (Columbia),Stanley Pliska (Univ. of Illinois at Chicago)Sponsors: AMI Associés Inc., Bourse de Montréal,Caisse de Dépôt et Placement du Québec, Hydro-Québec
Theory of Nonlinear Special Functions:
The Painlevé Transcendents13-17 May 1996, CRMOrg.: L. Vinet and P. Winternitz (CRM & Univ. deMontréal)

This workshop was the first of a “tandem” of two,both devoted to quite recent developments in specialfunction theory. The second, (reviewed separately),concerned q-special functions, satisfying linear equa-tions. All speakers were invited to participate in bothmeetings; quite a few of them did.The Painlevé transcendents were introduced at theturn of the century, specifically to solve a certain class ofsecond order nonlinear ordinary differential equations.More specifically, P. Painlevé and B. Gambier identifiedall equations of the form ˙̇ , , ˙ ,y P x y y= ( )  where the righthand side is rational in y and ẏ  and analytical in x,having what is now called the “Painlevé property.”This means that the general solution of the equationis single valued in the neighbourhood of any one ofits “movable” (i.e. depending on initial conditions)singularities. Fifty classes of such equations were iden-tified and six of them turned out to be irreducible: theirgeneral solution cannot be expressed in terms of pre-viously known functions, like elliptic functions, or so-lutions of linear equations.
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During the last 30 years or so, since the develop-ment of soliton theory and more generally the mod-ern theory of infinite-dimensional integrable systems,the Painlevé transcendents have become extremelyimportant. They occur as solutions of a very large classof physical problems, coming from nonlinear optics,wave propagation in fluids and plasmas, quantumfield theory, statistical mechanics and many others.The problems are described by integrable partial dif-ferential equations. The Painlevé transcendents occuras special solutions, usually particularly stable ones,providing the asymptotic behaviour for solutions oflarge classes of Cauchy problems.The aim of the workshop was to bring togetherexperts in a booming field of research, either to givereview talks or to present new and important results.The speakers succeeded in doing this to a remarkabledegree. New results were presented in the context ofa review of the field. This brings us to the second goalof the workshop: i.e., to introduce participating stu-dents, postdoctoral fellows, and interested scientistsfrom related fields to the subject and to produce a bookbased on the talks presented. Such a book is in prepa-ration and should serve as a multiauthored mono-graph on a well focused branch of applied mathemat-ics and theoretical physics.The Workshop on Painlevé Transcendents had 36registered participants. They came from 12 countries(13 from Canada, 4 each from the USA and Japan, 3from France, 2 each from Australia, Italy, Poland andthe United Kingdom, 1 each from Belgium, Mexico,Taiwan and Russia). The speakers were, in alphabeti-cal order, Yu. Berest (Canada), R. Conte (France), B.Dubrovin (Italy), A.S. Fokas (U.K.), J. Harnad(Canada), A. Its (USA), N. Joshi (Australia), A.V. Kitaev(Russia), M.D. Kruskal (USA), V. Matveev (France),M. Musette (Belgium), F.W. Nijhoff (U.K.), K. Okamoto(Japan), A. Ramani (France), C. Rogers (Australia), V.Spiridonov (Canada), H. Umemura (Japan), P.Wiegmann (USA) and P. Winternitz (Canada).A.S. Fokas presented a series of four lectures onthe isomonodromy method for the solution of Painlevéequations and on specific physical problems leadingto these equations. All other talks were one hour, leav-ing a lot of time for discussions.The topics covered include: (1) discrete Painlevéequations, singularity confinement for solutions ofnonlinear difference equations, asymptotics of discretePainlevé equations, (2) Hamiltonian, R-matrix,isomonodromy and Riemann-Hilbert methods forstudying properties of the Painlevé functions, (3) de-

tailed asymptotics of the continuous Painlevé equa-tions, (4) classical special solutions of the Painlevéequations, (5) physical applications of the Painlevéequations, (6) other topics, such as the relation to theclassical problem of lacunas for linear hyperbolic equa-tions, and the use of algebraic methods to study thePainlevé equations or to generate new equations withthe Painlevé property.
Algebraic Methods and q-Special
Functions21-26 May 1996, CRMOrg.: Luc Vinet (CRM & Univ. de Montréal)

The following scientific report was written by Prof.Charles Dunkl and published in the “Newsletter ofthe SIAM Activity Group on Orthogonal Polynomi-als and Special Functions” (ed. Wolfram Koepf), June1996, and posted on the electronic news net of thisActivity Group (eds. T.H. Koornwinder and M.Muldoon).Monday, May 20, was a national holiday inCanada (Victoria Day) and this pushed the start of theworkshop to Tuesday morning. Luc Vinet, co-organ-izer with Pavel Winternitz and director of the Centre,opened the session at 9:00, welcomed the participantsand dedicated the workshop to the memory of WaleedAl-Salam, who passed away April 14 of this year. Therewere approximately seventeen invited speakers whogave hourlong talks; there were about fourteen whocontributed half-hour talks. David and Gregory Chud-novsky were invited but were unable to attend andtheir time on the program was taken by other events.Sergei Suslov was invited, could not attend, but DickAskey delivered his lecture. Dick also gave his ownlecture (more details later). There was indeed a heavyemphasis on q-special functions, both of one-variableAskey-Wilson type and of several-variable Macdon-ald type. The algebraic methods were highly refinedand sophisticated, mostly based on root systems andassociated mathematical objects such as double affineHecke algebras.Here is an alphabetical list of the invited speakersand the titles of their lectures:George Andrews (Plane partitions and MacMa-hon’s partition analysis), Richard Askey (An inequal-ity of Vietoris and some related hypergeometric sums),Ivan Cherednik (Spherical difference Fourier trans-form), Charles Dunkl (Intertwining operators andpolynomials associated with the symmetric group),Pavel Etingof (Macdonald eigenvalue problem and
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representations of quantum gl(n)), Roberto Floreanini(Quantum algebras and generalized hypergeometricfunctions), Adriano Garsia (Polynomiality of the Mac-donald q,t-Kostka coefficients: a short proof), MouradIsmail (Moment problems and orthogonal polynomi-als), Tom Koornwinder (The A1-tableau of Dunkl-Cherednik operators), Boris Kupershmidt (The greatpowers of q-calculus), Ian Macdonald (Symmetric andnon-symmetric orthogonal polynomials), DavidMasson (Contiguous relations, continued fractions andorthogonality: a ten year journey up the Askey chart),Willard Miller, Jr. (Tensor products of q-superalgebrasand q-series identities), Masatoshi Noumi (Raisingoperators for Macdonald polynomials), Eric Opdam(Spectral analysis of Hecke algebras), Siddhartha Sahi(Recent results on Jack polynomials and Macdonaldpolynomials), Dennis Stanton (q-orthogonal polyno-mials as moments), Sergei Suslo ([talk delivered by R.Askey] Some basic hypergeometric series and q-Besselfunctions), Luc Vinet (Creation operators for Macdon-ald polynomials. Simple and simpler proofs).Contributed talks were given by N. Atakishiyev,R. Chouikha, P. Floris, A. Grunbaum, K. Kadell, M.Kapilevich, J. LeTourneux, K. Mimachi, A. Odzijewicz,V. Spiridonov, A. Strasburger, N. Takayama, F. vanDiejen, L. Vinet. Ian Macdonald started his lectureTuesday morning and finished it on Wednesday. Dick

Askey gave an extra half-hour talk on Wednesdaycontaining an overview of Askey-Wilson polynomi-als. Tom Koornwinder used another one of the hoursoriginally scheduled for the Chudnovsky’s to discussRené Swarttouw’s web site
www.can.nl/~demo/CAOP/CAOP.htmlwhich gives access to a vast collection of formulas andreferences for the polynomials contained in the Askeytableaux (q = 1 and general q).There were approximately sixty participants; aswell some members of the Centre dropped in on thelectures. The languages spoken at coffee and in thehallways appeared to be English, Russian, French,Japanese, Dutch, Polish. The weather was mostly de-lightful with a few evening showers. The Universityis in a scenic location near the Mont Royal; the PavillonAndré-Aisenstadt, which houses the Centre, is a beau-tifully designed and equipped academic building,with a wonderful view of the northwest of the city.Ian Macdonald gave the first lecture on Tuesday,Adriano Garsia gave the last one on Saturday, thusbracketing an intense period of leading-edge math-ematics. It was generally agreed that the workshopwas excellent both in organization and inspiration tothe participants for future work. At the conclusion allapplauded and thanked the organizers for this excit-ing conference.
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Chaire Aisenstadt
The Chaire Aisenstadt was endowed by Montréal philanthropist Dr. André Aisenstadt. Under theseauspices, one or two distinguished mathematicians are invited each year for a period of at least oneweek, ideally one or two months. During their stay the lecturers present a series of courses on a specializedsubject. They are also invited to prepare a monograph. At the request of Dr. Aisenstadt, the first of theirlectures should be accessible to a wide audience. Previous holders of the Chaire Aisenstadt are: MarcKac, Eduardo Zarantonello, Robert Hermann, Marcos Moshinsky, Sybren de Groot, Donald Knuth,Jacques-Louis Lions, R. Tyrell Rockafellar, Yuval Ne’eman, Gian-Carlo Rota, Laurent Schwartz, GérardDebreu, Philip Holmes, Ronald Graham, Robert Langlands, Yuri Manin, Jerrold Marsden, DanVoiculescu, James Arthur, Eugene B. Dynkin, David P. Ruelle, Robert Bryant and Blaine Lawson. Thisyear the CRM offered two Chaire Aisenstadt lectureships, both in close relationship with the semesteron applied analysis; they were held by Y. Meyer and I. Karatzas.
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Professor Yves MeyerCEREMADE, Université de Paris-DauphineTime-scale and time-frequency analysis in signal orimage processing5 lectures, 11-15 mars 1996, CRMProf. Yves Meyer’s lectures entitled “Time-scaleand Time-frequency Analysis in Signal or ImageProcessing” were given during a semester focusingon spline functions and the theory of wavelets. Anexpanded version of these lectures will appear in theCRM Monograph Series published by the AmericanMathematical Society.Professor Meyer occupies the position of “Profes-seur de classe exceptionnelle” at the Université Paris-Dauphine. Since 1991 he has been detached to theInstitut Universitaire de France. He is also Membrede l’Institut (Académie de Sciences de Paris) and aforeign honorary member of the American Academyof Arts and Sciences. He has been awarded the fol-lowing scientific prizes: Peccot (1969), Salem (1970),Carrière (1972), and the Grand Prix de l’Académie desSciences (1984). He has given invited lectures at theInternational Congress of Mathematicians in Nice(1970), Warsaw (1983), and Kyoto (1990) as well as theInternational Congress of Mathematical Physics,Swansea (1988), and the International Congress ofApplied Mathematics, Washington (1991).Following his studies Professor Meyer worked atseveral universities in France, among them Strasbourg,Université de Paris-Sud, and the École Polytechnique,before accepting his current position. His recent re-search interests centre around the various aspects ofthe theory of wavelets, including the construction oforthonormal wavelet bases, image analysis, signalprocessing, and the equations of Navier-Stokes. Inaddition to numerous articles in these fields he haspublished a series of books on the diverse aspects of

wavelet theory. He has also made significant contri-butions to the fields of algebraic numbers, harmonicanalysis, and pseudo-differential operators.Professor Meyer has directed some 30 Ph.D. stu-dents, organized several conferences, and edited vari-ous proceedings.
Professor Ioannis KaratzasColumbia UniversityLectures on Financial Mathematics9 lectures, 6-27 May 1996, CRMIoannis Karatzas received his Diploma from theNational Technical University of Athens in 1975 andthen went to Columbia University for his M.Sc. andPh.D. degrees, received in 1975 and 1980 respectively.After a postdoctoral year in Applied Mathematics atBrown University, he returned to Columbia where heis currently Eugene Higgins Professor of Applied Prob-ability. His research interests have been in Probabilityand Mathematical Statistics, Random Processes,Stochastic Calculus, Stochastic Control and Optimi-zation, and, most recently, Mathematical Economicsand Finance.Professor Karatzas has written 56 articles, severalsets of lecture notes, and the well-known book“Brownian Motion and Stochastic Calculus,” writtenwith S.E. Shreve. Another book, entitled “Methods ofMathematical Finance,” and coauthored by Shreve, isscheduled for publication in 1997. He is a fellow ofthe Institute of Mathematical Statistics and serves onthe editorial board of several distinguished journals.Professor Karatzas’ Aisenstadt lectures were at-tended by an enthusiastic audience of mathematicians,economists, and workers in the field of finance. Theywill be published this fall by the AMS in the CRMMonograph Series under the title “Lectures on theMathematics of Finance.”
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CAMS MeetingMemorial University, St. John’s, Newfoundland31 May - 2 June 1995Sponsors: CRM, Fields Institute, Memorial Univ.(Vice-President/Research, Dean of Science, Dean ofGraduate Studies, Dept. of Mathematics)
The well attended meeting was dominated by twospecial sessions reflecting current trends and activi-ties in their respective fields, namely the special ses-sion “Numerical analysis of nonlinear differential andintegral equations” (organized by Hermann Brunner)and the special session “Climate, meteorology, envi-ronment” (organized by Sam Shen, Univ. of Alberta).The first of these special sessions involved seveninvited speakers: Alastair Spence (Univ. of Bath, UK),Chris Budd (Univ. of Bristol, UK; now at Bath),Andrew Stuart (Stanford Univ.), David Sloan (Univ.of Strathclyde, Glasgow), Sue Campbell (Univ. ofWaterloo), Yanping Lin (Univ. of Alberta), and UriAscher (Univ. of British Columbia). The topics of theirtalks ranged from differential-algebraic integral equa-tions arising in the modelling of catalytic combustion,blow-up in semilinear parabolic PDEs, pseudo-spec-tral methods for singular problems to delay equations,Volterra integro-differential equations, and variousaspects of deterministic and probabilistic computa-tions for ODEs and PDEs. Judging from the reactionof the participants, these talks illuminated many ofthe current research activities in numerical nonlinearanalysis, and they were well received because of theiruniformly clear and thoughtful presentation. Moreo-ver, they stimulated a series of follow-up discussions,both formal and informal, among a good number ofthe participants who benefited from the opportunityof having access to the wide variety of expertise of thespeakers.The second special session involved five invitedspeakers: Bryant Moodie (Univ. of Alberta), PaulSullivan (Univ. of Western Ontario), Richard Greatbach(Memorial Univ. of Newfoundland), Gerald North(Texas A & M Univ.), and Sam Shen (Univ. of Alberta).Their lectures seemed an ideal complement to the pre-vious ones and dealt with topics such as gravity cur-rents, stability analysis for simple climate models,optimal estimation of global change in climate, themonitoring of dilution of contaminant concentrationvalues, and the question “why is the North Pacific sodifferent from the North Atlantic.”

It appeared, judging from numerous commentsreceived during and after the meeting, that the for-mat of this year’s CAMS meeting (where the empha-sis was on carefully selected invited talks intended tointroduce important current research and to stimu-late discussion and possibly collaboration betweenresearchers from different, and yet related, fields) wasvery successful: this format resembled more a work-shop-like meeting than the “usual” conference withless focused talks spread over a wide area.
Theoretical and Mathematical Physicsat CAM-9511-15 June 1995, Université Laval, QuébecOrg.: F. Khanna (Univ. of Alberta), L. Vinet (CRM &Univ. de Montréal)

This conference took place during the Congressof the Canadian Association of Physicists (CAP). ThisCongress was a very important event: CAP celebratedthere its 50th anniversary and invited important del-egations of the American Physical Society and of theSociedad Mexicana de Física so as to make this cel-ebration a North-American event. The session spon-sored by the CRM on Theoretical and MathematicalPhysics reflected this desire to build on the ties thatthe Canadian community of theoretical physicists haswith the United States and Mexico. It was also at thebanquet of the Congress that the first CAP/CRMAward in Theoretical and Mathematical Physics waspresented to Prof. Werner Israel of the University ofAlberta. (See the CRM Prizes.)The several topics covered at the conference arefound among the most active disciplines in theoreti-cal and mathematical physics in Canada: classical andquantum gravitation, quantum field theory, classicaland quantum integrable systems and the use of sym-metry in physics.
Classical and quantum gravitation. This section cov-ered the whole spectrum of the modern problems inthis field: the theoretical predictions of general rela-tivity, its geometrical content, quantum gravity andmeasurements. The lecturers were: G. Kunstatter (Win-nipeg), R. Laflamme (Los Alamos), A. Macias(Iztapalapa), T. Matos (IPN, San Pedro), L.O. Pimentel(Iztapalapa), E. Poisson (Washington), G.F. Torres delCastillo (Puebla), J.D. Vergera (UNA de México), H.Waelbroeck (UNA de México).

Extra-thematic Activities
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Quantum Field Theory. This section covered severalaspects of quantum field theory: quantization schemes,conformal field theory, applications to nonlinear op-tics and to impurity problems in solid state physics,lattice models, relationship with statistical mechan-ics, etc. The speakers were: I. Affleck (UBC), D.Caenepeel (Montréal), A. Das (Rochester), R. Jackiw(MIT), A. Leclair (Cornell), P. Lepage (Cornell), E. Lieb(Princeton), R. Mackenzie (Montréal), P. Nelson (U.Penn.), P. Ramond (Florida), B. Sakita (City Coll. ofCUNY), M. Shifman (U. Minnesota), T. Steele (Sas-katchewan), J. Tuszynski (Alberta).
Classical and quantum integrable systems. Integra-bility is a rather recent subject that originated withthe discovery of nonlinear pde’s with some remark-able properties like superposition principles and elas-tic diffusion properties of some of their localized so-lutions. In less than thirty years it led to outstandingdevelopments in one- and two-dimensional theoreti-cal physics. The most active areas in this field wererepresented: spin chains and their algebraic structures,solution through algebraic methods, new algebraicstructures like quantum groups, parafermionicalgebras and Yangian structure, etc. The speakers were:H. Bougourzi (Montréal and Stony Brook), F.D.Haldane (Princeton), V. Korepin (Stony Brook),Hoong-Chin Lee (National Chung Hsing Univ.), P.Mathieu (Laval), Y. Saint-Aubin (Montréal), L. Vinet(Montréal), P. Wiegman (Chicago), Yong-Shi Wu(Utah).
Symmetry in physics. Symmetry and the underlyingmathematical structures of groups and Lie algebrashave been one of the most powerful tools of math-ematical physics in this century. Several avenues thatare currently being explored were reported on: thesymmetries of differential and difference equations,calculatory aspects of representation theory of Liealgebras, aperiodic structures, etc. The lecturers were:W.E. Baylis (Windsor), R. Floreanini (Trieste), S.Hacyan (UNA de México), N. Kamran (McGill), M.Légaré (Alberta), L. Marchildon (UQTR), B. Mielnik(México and Warsaw), J. Patera (Montréal), D. Prov-ost (Laurentian), M. Thoma (McGill), P. Winternitz(Montréal), K.B. Wolf (UNA de México).
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Partial Differential Equations and Their
Applications12-23 June 1995, Fields Institute, TorontoOrg.: P. Greiner (Univ. of Toronto), V. Ivrii (Univ. ofToronto), L. Seco (Univ. of Toronto), C. Sulem (Univ.of Toronto)Sponsors: Canadian Mathematical Society (CMS),CRM, Fields Institute, NSERC and the Departmentof Mathematics of the University of Toronto

This conference was the 1995 Annual Seminar ofthe Canadian Mathematical Society and had partialdifferential equations as its main theme. Its goal wasto enhance interaction between PDE and a large num-ber of different areas, such as arithmetic groups, spec-tral asymptotics, differential geometry, fluid dynam-ics and quantum physics. Its format consisted of fiveminicourses and a large number of lectures given bydistinguished mathematicians, all of them world lead-ers in their field. The minicourse given by CharlesFefferman was part of the Fields Institute’s Distin-guished Lecture Series.There were also two sessions of contributed talks,given by younger mathematicians. Graduate studentsfrom universities in Canada and elsewhere had theexceptional opportunity to attend courses and lecturesgiven by scientists of outstanding stature and well-known for their original work as well as for their ex-cellent presentations. Graduate students took a veryactive part in the conference. Indeed, some of themagreed to take on the challenging work of writing thenotes for the lectures of the minicourse speakers. It isthese notes, revised by the lecturer, that will be pub-lished in the Seminar Proceedings. The Proceedingsare to be published by CRM.The seminar drew the attention of graduate stu-dents and professional mathematicians from all overthe world: there were participants from Austria, Is-rael, USA, France, England, Russia, Scotland, Spain,Italy, Sweden, Mexico, and of course Canada.The CMS 1995 Summer Seminar resulted in a sig-nificant level of on-going collaborative activity. For ex-ample, Papanicolau and Sulem will be writing a bookbased upon their talks at the Seminar and RonHoward, a student of Charles Fefferman (Princeton),is now working with Peter Constantin (Chicago). Inaddition, a remarkable amount of productive researchtook place during the actual Seminar.It is also worth noting that participants includednot only PDE experts, but algebraic geometers, num-ber theorists, engineers, physicists, and some non-spe-
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cialists. This helped to give those attending and thepublic in general a better view of Canadian mathemat-ics and an area of significant research activity.This workshop had 81 registered participants.
Nonlinear Dynamics and Time Series:
Building A Bridge Between the Natural
and Statistical Sciences15-18 July 1995, CRM (Univ. de Montréal)Org.: Colleen D. Cutler (Univ. of Waterloo), DanielT. Kaplan (McGill Univ.)Sponsors: Fields Institute and CRM

This workshop was a highly successful effort tobring together leading statisticians and physical/bio-logical scientists working in the area of analysis of datafrom nonlinear dynamical systems and time series.The primary purpose of the workshop was to promotean exchange between these two groups, in the hopeof encouraging further interdisciplinary research andcommunication. The new perspectives and method-ology of time series analysis inspired by recent devel-opments in nonlinear dynamics and “chaos” theoryprovide new viewpoints and open problems for stat-isticians; in return, applied scientists have much to gainfrom the expertise and long experience of statisticiansin time series analysis and related areas.The idea for the workshop originated with Dr.John Chadam, then director of the Fields Institute forResearch in the Mathematical Sciences. Colleen Cut-ler and Danny Kaplan were approached to be co-or-ganizers representing, respectively, statistics and dy-namics, and the CRM agreed to co-sponsor, as well ashost, the resulting workshop. The workshop was de-signed to follow some international statistical meet-ings being held in Montréal in mid-July.The program consisted of 22 speakers from vari-ous countries, with approximately half being statisti-cians, and the remaining half being scientists work-ing in nonlinear dynamics in mathematics, physics,or biology. Opening overview lectures were given byProfessors Henry Abarbanel and Howell Tong, repre-senting scientists and statisticians respectively. Topicscovered at the workshop include problems and meth-odology related to embedding and reconstruction ofdynamical systems from observed time series data,forecasting and prediction of nonlinear systems, er-ror bounds and estimation of local Lyapunov expo-nents, performance of surrogate data techniques, sepa-rating deterministic and stochastic components in timeseries, nonlinearity and estimation for time series with
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long-range dependence, and ideas and techniques ofchaos control.Approximately 80 additional people attended andparticipated in the workshop; these participants rep-resented a wide range of scientific disciplines, includ-ing mathematics, statistics, economics, physics, biol-ogy, geology, and engineering. Discussions and ex-change at the workshop were lively and fruitful, andthe program was deemed a success by speakers andparticipants alike.Formal proceedings from the workshop are be-ing published as a Fields Institute Communicationsvolume, to appear in late 1996.
ICRA - Evolutionary Biology22-27 August 1995, Val Morin (Québec)Org.: David Sankoff (CRM & Univ. de Montréal)

About fifty researchers participated in this meet-ing, including about equal numbers of “Fellows” and“Scholars” of the programme such as David Sankoff,Robert J. Cedergren and B. Franz Lang of the Univer-sité de Montréal, their students and postdoctoral fel-lows, “Associés” of the programme from Québec,Canada, the United States and overseas, internationaladvisors of the programme and invited speakers.The colloquium’s themes were mathematicalanalysis of genome rearrangements and algorithmsfor phylogeny. The invited speakers included the fol-lowing individuals: M. S. Waterman (USC), J Felsen-stein (U. Washington), P. Pevzner and S. Hannanhalli(Penn State and USC), J. Kececioglu (U. Georgia), M.Steel (New Zealand), T. Warnow (Penn), V. King (Vic-toria), E. Myers (Arizona), S. O’Brien (NIH), G. Olsen(Illinois).
Organic Mathematics Workshop12-14 December 1995, Centre for Experimental andConstructive Mathematics (CECM), Simon FraserUniversity (SFU), Burnaby, B.C.Org.: Jonathan Borwein (SFU)Sponsors: CECM and CRM

The intention of the workshop was to explore thepossibilities for activating mathematical papers by al-lowing for computation and other real-time enhance-ments. The workshop has led to a CMS Proceedings:an in-press volume which is the hardcopy version ofthe intrinsically electronic “Proceedings of the OrganicMathematics Workshop.” The electronic version isavailable at: www.cecm.sfu.ca/organics
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The more precise “raison d’être” of the Confer-ence and the exact nature of the electronic proceed-ings are described in the accompanying articles:• schedule of the meeting;• list of speakers;• abstracts of talk;• budget summary;• a detailed description of the project: What is organicmathematics?;as are the many issues raised by such a project.The conference was in purely scientific terms ahuge success, both in the calibre of the science and thelevel of exposition. In addition, the technical staff atCECM provided a superb level of computational as-sistance with many of the talks being given “on-line.”The Web version of the Proceedings was releasedin April and has since been visited more than 2,200times. It has been awarded several web recognitions(including “site of the week” in the Chronicle of HigherEducation, three star status by Magellan and inclu-sion in the Scout Report).The final question that begs to be asked is, whyproduce a “hardcopy” version at all. The primary an-swer is that conventional books still have a far largerpotential audience and a clearer archival role. The cen-tre piece of the Organic Mathematics Workshop is thecontent of the mathematical papers and is primarilytext based. This book allows us to make these paperseasily and comfortably available to a wide readership,not just those with fast internet access. Additionallythis volume provides a fixed, and easily referenced,permanent version of what is otherwise an evolvingdocument.The process of turning a conference into a “vir-tual book” into a conventional manuscript has beeninteresting and has necessitated addressing a varietyof additional issues. How does one include links?These we have included primarily as footnotes andappendices. A “book” has firm space limits and sosome ancilliary material had perforce to be dropped.Colour pictures are expensive so most of these werealso excluded. Some of the electronic features likevideo or interactive Maple sessions simply can’t bereduced to text. The above exclusions in some waysdiminish the collection but in other ways enhance it;principally by focussing on what is central, the math-ematical content.Also in this period of rapidly emerging evolvingnetwork technologies most of us are still most com-fortable reading books not screens. Perhaps it will staythis way for quite a while.

Harmonic Analysis and Number TheoryIn honour of Carl Herz (1930-1995)15-19 April 1996, McGill UniversityOrg.: J. Choksi (McGill), S. Drury (McGill), R. Gundy(Rutgers), R. Murty (McGill), N. Varopoulos (Univ.Paris VI)Sponsors: NSERC, Fonds FCAR, CICMA, CMS, CRM
Carl Herz made fundamental contributions tomathematics, especially in analysis. Among these areresults on spectral synthesis, the theory of Ap spaces,the Hp theory of martingales, atomic decompositionsand more recently, analysis on Lie groups. His math-ematical interests extended well beyond analysis intonumber theory, probability theory and representationtheory.This conference brought together mathematicians ofinternational repute from Canada, the United States,France, Italy, Russia and Australia to talk about workwhich would have interested Herz. There were 20 talksin all, each of about one hour: there were 4 each on thefirst three days, 5 on the fourth day and 3 on the last day.The first talk, by Varopoulos, was on the work of Herz.The talks of Stein, Kenig, Lohoue, Cowling, Gundy andFiga-Talamanca dealt with topics heavily influenced byHerz. Of the other talks, those of Christ, Stroock, Havin,Kahane, Koosis, Malliavin and Toth all fell in the domainof analysis, many of them with at least some connectionto harmonic analysis, those of Arthur, Sarnak, Boyd andMurty in the domain of Number Theory, that of Kamranon Lie groups and geometry, and that of Langlands onpercolation and lattice systems.We plan to publish the proceedings of the confer-ence in a volume of the CMS Conference Proceedings.Participants as well as invited speakers may submitpapers for publication. All submissions will be peerrefereed. S. Drury and R. Murty will edit the Proceed-ings. N. Kamran and R. Murty are editors of the se-ries.

Semidefinite Programming & Interior-
Point Approaches for Combinatorial
Optimization Problems15-17 May 1996, The Fields Institute, TorontoOrg.: Joseph Cheriyan, Bill Cunningham, LeventTunçel, Tony Vannelli, Henry Wolkowicz (Univ. ofWaterloo), and Panos Pardalos (Univ. of Florida).Sponsors: Fields Institute and CRM

Semidefinite Programming (SDP) is a generaliza-tion of Linear Programming (LP) in that the nonnega-
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tivity constraints on the variables are replaced by apositive semidefinite constraint on matrix variables.Many of the elegant theoretical properties and pow-erful solution techniques follow through from LP toSDP. In particular, the primal-dual interior-point meth-ods, which are currently so successful for LP, can beused to efficiently solve SDP problems.In addition to the interesting theoretical and al-gorithmic questions, SDP has found many importantapplications in Combinatorial Optimization, ControlTheory, Statistics, and other areas of MathematicalProgramming. SDP is currently a very hot area of re-search. This can be seen by the number of talks onSDP at various recent optimization conferences andthe number of recent publications.The workshop attracted roughly 100 researchers.Participants from Australia, Austria, Brazil, Belgium,Canada, Israel, France, Hungary, Italy, The Nether-lands, Puerto Rico, and USA gave the workshop animportant international component. There were 39talks during the three days of the workshop. A list ofparticipants, speakers, titles, abstracts, and this arti-cle, can be found at:
orion.uwaterloo.ca/~hwolkowi/fields.d/readme.htmlFollowing is a short, far from comprehensive, outlineof several of the talks.The workshop started with two talks on MatrixCompletion Problems, i.e. under what circumstancesdoes a partial matrix have a completion of a desiredtype. These problems have been studied extensivelybeginning in the early 80’s and exemplify one of theearly instances of SDP.Monique Laurent spoke on “A Connection Be-tween Positive Semidefinite and Euclidean DistanceMatrix Completion Problems.” Although there is astrong relationship between positive semidefinite ma-trices and Euclidean distance matrices, it was not clearhow to link the two completion problems. Moniqueshowed how the results for the Euclidean distancematrix completion problem can be derived from thecorresponding results for the positive semidefinitecompletion problem, using a functional transform in-troduced by Schoenberg.Charlie Johnson spoke on “Recent Progress onMatrix Completion Problems.” After discussing thestate of the art on positive definite completion prob-lems, he continued with various other completionproblems including those for totally positive matri-ces, P-matrices, inverse M-matrices, completely posi-tive and doubly nonnegative matrices.There were many talks on applications to Combi-
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natorial Optimization. One of the main reasons for thecurrent interest in SDP is the success in finding goodapproximations for the max cut problem. However,SDP has applications to many other combinatorialproblems.Stefan Karisch (with Franz Rendl) spoke on “Sem-idefinite Programming and Graph Equipartition.”Stefan showed how SDP can be used to approximatethe problem of partitioning a graph into equally sizedcomponents. Improvements were shown on previouseigenvalue approaches.Christoph Helmberg (with Franz Rendl and R.Weismantel) spoke on “Quadratic Knapsack Relaxa-tions Using Cutting Planes and Semidefinite Program-ming.” Though the quadratic knapsack problem isextremely difficult to solve by linear programmingalone, it was shown that SDP is very useful for quad-ratic knapsack problems.Hsueh-I Lu (with Philip Klein) spoke on “Ap-proximation Algorithms for Semidefinite Programsarising from Max Cut and Coloring.”Tamas Terlaky with J.P. Warners, C. Roos, B.Jansen) spoke on “Potential Reduction Algorithms forStructured Combinatorial Optimization Problems.”Tamas presented a modified potential function, forbinary feasibility problems that is computationallymore attractive than the existing ones. A special classof binary feasibility problems were reformulated asnonconvex quadratic optimization problems. The re-formulation is very compact. Computational resultson several instances of the graph coloring and fre-quency assignment problem were presented. Theseresults compared three different potential functions.Qing Zhao (with Stefan Karisch, Franz Rendl andHenry Wolkowicz) spoke on “Semidefinite Program-ming Relaxations for the Quadratic Assignment Prob-lem.” Qing used the special structure of QAP to con-struct a gangster operator which enabled him to workin the minimal face of the feasible set. By exploitingthis special structure and also using a conjugate gra-dient method, he was able to get strong bounds forthe Nugent test set.Many talks concentrated on Primal-Dual Interior-Point Methods for SDP. One of the reasons for the suc-cess of SDP is that interior-point approaches from LPcan be extended to SDP; though the extension is notcompletely straightforward. Interesting complicationscan arise such as duality gaps, lack of strict comple-mentary slackness, and confusing choices in thecomplementarity equations.Kees Roos (with Tamas Terlaky and Etienne de
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Klerk) spoke on “Initialization in Semidefinite Pro-gramming via a Self-Dual Embedding.” In this waythe initialization problem for semidefinite problemscan be solved nicely. The method also provides a so-lution for the initialization of quadratic programs andit is applicable as well to more general convex prob-lems with conic formulation.Zhi-Quan Luo (with Jos F. Sturm and ShuzhongZhang) spoke on “Superlinear Convergence of a Sym-metric Primal-Dual Path Following Algorithm forSemidefinite Programming.”Michael J. Todd (with Kim Chuan Toh and RehaH. Tutuncu) spoke on “The Nesterov-Todd directionin semidefinite programming.” Mike showed how tocompute the direction efficiently and how to view itas a Newton direction.Romesh Saigal (with Chih-Jen Lin) spoke on “AnInfeasible Start Predictor Corrector Method forSemidefinite Linear Programming.”Shuzhong Zhang (with Jos F. Sturm) spoke on“Symmetric Primal-Dual Path Following Algorithmsfor SDP.”Yin Zhang spoke on “Infeasible Primal-Dual In-terior-Point Methods for Semidefinite Programming.”Yin presented formulations, or symmetrizationschemes, for the complementarity condition to obtainsquare optimality systems so that Newton-type meth-ods can be applied. He also discussed a complexitytheorem for an infeasible, long-step, path-followingalgorithm and several computational issues with pre-liminary numerical results.Several talks discussed the Geometry, Duality andComplexity of solving SDP:Franz Renkl (with C. Helmberg) spoke on “LargeScale SDP using Eigenvalues.” The advantage of thisapproach lies in the fact that extreme eigenvalues ofsymmetric matrices can be computed without havingthe matrix explicitly available.Gabor Pataki spoke on “Cone-LP’s and Semidefi-nite Programs: Geometry and a Simplex-typeMethod.”Motakuri Ramana (with Levent Tunçel and HenryWolkowicz) spoke on “Strong Duality for Semidefi-nite Programming.” Unlike LP, a duality gap can oc-cur in SDP. Two approaches for closing the gap arecompared and shown to have a common basis, thoughone is of polynomial size while the other is not.Jos F. Sturm (with Zhi-Quan Luo and ShuzhongZhang) spoke on “Duality and Self-Duality forsemidefinite and Conic Convex Programming.”Laurent Porkolab (with Leoni Khachiyan) spoke
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on “Bounds on Feasible Solutions of Semidefinite Pro-grams.”Lleonide Faybusovich spoke on “Infinite-dimen-sional Semidefinite Programming: Self-ConcordantBarriers and Path-Following Algorithms for Semidefi-nite Programming.”Alexander Shapiro spoke on “Second OrderOptimality Conditions and Stability Analysis of Sem-idefinite Programs.”Katya Scheinberg (with D. Goldfarb) spoke on“Interior Point Trajectories in Semidefinite Program-ming.”Manuel A. Nunez (with Robert M. Freund) spokeon “Condition Measures and Properties of the Cen-tral Trajectory of a Semidefinite Program.” Manuelused Renegar’s condition number to provide boundson solution size and rates of change of solution. Thisshows that Renegar’s condition number can greatlysimplify sensitivity analysis for SDP.Other applications of SDP were introduced anddiscussed. The wide ranging applicability, as well asfascinating and intriguing theoretical qualities, showsthat SDP promises to be an active discipline of math-ematical programming for many years to come.Lieven Vandenberghe (with Stephen Boyd andShao-Po Wu) spoke on “Determinant Maximizationwith Linear Matrix Inequality Constraints.” This prob-lem has many interesting applications including find-ing the ellipsoid of minimal volume that contains agiven polytope or given points.Arjan Berkelaar (with Shuzhong Zhang) spoke on“Convergence Issues and Path-following Algorithmsfor Semidefinite Programming.” Arjan discussed con-vergence issues related to recent primal-dual interior-point algorithms for the monotone semidefinite lin-ear complementarity problem.Renato Monteiro “On Two Interior-Point Map-pings for Nonlinear Semidefinite ComplementarityProblems.” Renato presented properties of two fun-damental mappings associated with the family of in-terior-point methods for solving monotone nonlinearcomplementarity problems over the cone of symmet-ric positive semidefinite matrices. The first of thesemaps lead to a family of new continuous trajectorieswhich include the central trajectory as a special case.The trajectories completely “fill up” the set of interiorfeasible points of the problem in the same way as theweighted central paths do the interior of the feasibleregion of a linear program.Boris Mirkin “A Mine of Semidefinite Program-ming Problems”
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In addition, Related Problems presented included:Ding-zhu Du spoke on “On Floorplan Design andOptimization.”Jun Gu spoke on “Parallel Algorithms forSatisfiability (SAT) Problem.”Linas Mockus (with J. Mockus and A. Mockus)spoke on “Bayesian Approach to Combinatorial Op-timization.”Mauricio Resende (with Panos Pardalos) spokeon “Using linear programming to help solve quad-ratic assignment problems.” The linear programmingproblems used to obtain lower bounds for quadraticassignment problems are very large and highly de-generate. For such problems simplex type algorithmsor interior point methods based on direct factoriza-tions, can only handle small instances. Large instancecan be successfully solved with an interior point algo-rithm that uses a preconditioned conjugate gradientapproach to approximately compute interior pointdirections.M.R. Emamy-K “How efficient can we maximizethreshold pseudo-Boolean functions?” The class ofthreshold pseudo-boolean functions was introducedby P. L. Hammer et al. about 10 years ago. Existenceof a polynomial algorithm to maximize these func-tions has been an open problem since then.Pham Dinh Tao (with Le Thi Hoai An) “D.c. (dif-ference of convex functions) Optimization: Theory,Algorithms and Applications.” A general discussionof d.c. optimization was presented. Its importance liesin the fact that d.c. programming marks the passagefrom convex optimization to nonconvex optimization.Laaura Palagi (with Stefano Lucidi) “Trust regionProblems: Theoretic Results and New AlgorithmicDevelopments.” The trust region subproblem is im-portant in nonlinear programming as well as otherapplications in combinatorial optimization. The spe-cial structure of the problem allows one to solve anequivalent unconstrained minimization of a piecewisequartic merit function.Le Thi Hoai An (with Pham Dinh Tao) “An effi-cient adapted DCA and Branch-and-Bound algorithmfor globally solving large-scale 0-1 quadratic program-ming problems.”A proceedings of the workshop will be publishedby the American Mathematical Society in the FieldsSeries.

Workshop on Algebraic Approaches to
Quantum Dynamics7-12 May 1996, The Fields Institute, TorontoOrg.: Niky Kamran (McGill), Peter J. Olver (Univ. ofMinnesota), Josef Paldus (Univ. of Waterloo),Mikhail Shifman (Univ. of Minnesota), AlexanderTurbiner (UNAM, Mexico)Sponsors: CRM, Fields Institute and The Theoreti-cal Physics Institute at the Univ. of Minnesota

Since the early days of quantum mechanics, therepresentation theory of Lie algebras and Lie groupshas been successfully employed to compute andanalyze the spectra of complicated physical systemswhich have a great degree of geometrical or dynami-cal symmetry. Over the past decade, algebraic meth-ods have also started to play a significant role for prob-lems of quantum and statistical mechanics where nosuch symmetries are present. A simple example whichcomes to mind is the theory of quasi-exactly solvablesystems in quantum mechanics, where the spectralproblem associated with the Schrödinger operatormay not be exactly solvable, but for which at least partof the spectrum can be computed algebraically owingto the existence of a “hidden” symmetry algebra. Othersignificant examples of these recent developmentsinclude the applications of spectrum generatingalgebras to molecular dynamics and the role playedby quantum algebras in some exactly solvable mod-els in statistical mechanics.The goal of this workshop was to bring togethermathematicians, theoretical physicists and chemistswho are actively involved in the development of thesenew algebraic approaches. There were 29 speakersaltogether, whose lectures were organized aroundthree main subthemes:Quasi-exact solvability and spectrum generatingalgebras: Alhassid (Yale), Brihaye (Mons), Iachello(Yale), Gonzaalez-Lopez (Madrid), Kamran (McGill),Levine (Hebrew), Lipkin (Weizmann), Matsen (Aus-tin), Milson (Minnesota), Novikov (Steklov/Mary-land), Olver (Minnesota), Paldus (Waterloo), Turbiner(UNAM), Ushveridze (Lodz), Wulfman (Pacific),Zaslavskii (Kharkov).Algebraic methods in statistical mechanics, in-cluding quantum groups, the Bethe ansatz and theYang-Baxter equation: Cizek (Waterloo), Gates(Gainesville), Gould (Brisbane), Kauffmann (Chicago),Kibler (Lyon), Oerhn (Gainesville), Saint-Aubin(CRM), Vinet (CRM), Wiegmann (Chicago).Other mathematical topics: Gerstenhaber (Penn-
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sylvania), Patera (CRM), Rowe (Toronto), Winternitz(CRM).Because of the somewhat multi-disciplinary na-ture of the subject, it was of particular concern to theorganizers that there be a true dialogue among themathematicians, physicists and chemists participat-ing in the conference. The expectations of the organ-izing committee were largely met in this regard. Forexample, the precise nature of the relationship betweenthe hidden symmetry algebras studied by the math-ematicians and the spectrum-generating algebras de-veloped by theoretical physicists and quantum chem-ists was elucidated during the conference. Likewise,a much better understanding was gained of the elu-sive problem of quasi-exact solvability in higher-di-mensions.The proceedings of this conference will be pub-lished. The organizing committee is presently consid-ering offers from several publishers.
Summer School on Nonlinear
Dynamics in Physiology & Medicine20 May - 7 June 1996, McGill UniversityOrg.: Michael C. Mackey and the Centre forNonlinear Dynamics in Physiology and Medicine.Sponsors: CRM, Fields Institute, Department ofPhysiology of McGill University, Addison-Wesley,Math Works Inc., Springer Verlag

A summer school on Nonlinear Dynamics inPhysiology and Medicine (“Montréal 96”) was organ-ized and run for the first time by the Montréal basedCentre for Nonlinear Dynamics in Physiology andMedicine (CNLD) in the facilities of the Departmentof Physiology, McGill University. The more than 60students were selected on a first come, first served basisfrom over 100 applicants. They came from 16 coun-tries, ranging in subject specialization from biology,medicine, psychology, physiology, and theoreticalphysics through applied mathematics. Career levelsvaried from advanced undergraduates through gradu-

ate students, postdoctoral fellows, university facultymembers and physicians.Week 1 of Montréal 96 emphasized application ofnonlinear dynamics to study the stability of steadystates, oscillation, and chaos in biological systems.Week 2 morning lectures dealt with more advancedtopics involving bifurcation theory, stochastic mod-els, case studies of situations modelled with inherentdelays (hematological disorders), and partial differ-ential equations. The afternoon stream of Week 2 wasdevoted to time series analysis and the connection withdynamics. The final Week 3 of Montréal 96 was de-voted to further case studies that illustrated the use ofthe techniques developed in the first two weeks inneurological tremor, stochastic resonance in sensoryneurons, cardiac re-entry problems, the pupil lightreflex, and chaotic behaviour in the periodically stimu-lated squid giant axon. The close association of all lec-turers with the CNLD allowed a tight integration oflecture material and smooth transitions in difficultyof the topics considered. An extensive set of lecturenotes written by the lecturers was compiled for eachstudent.Two features of Montréal 96 were unique. The firstwas the inclusion and integration of lectures on timeseries analysis techniques with concepts from dynam-ics. The second was the daily computer laboratorydesigned to illustrate the concepts of the lecturesthrough numerical experiments using software writ-ten by the lecturers utilizing either the commerciallyavailable MATLAB or the freeware XPPAUT (writtenby Bard Ermentrout, Univ. of Pittsburgh) which in-corporates the AUTO bifurcation analysis packagewritten by the CNLD member Eusebius Doedel.Graduate students and postdoctoral fellows of theCNLD served as laboratory assistants, as did the lec-turers, to supplement the aid given in the laboratorymanual.Plans are already in progress for a sequel, Mon-tréal 97, and information will be available at thewebsite www.cnd.mcgill.ca .
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CRM Prizes
CRM/Fields Prize 1995The Centre de recherches mathématiques and theFields Institute announced in early 1994 the creationof a new prize aiming at recognizing exceptional workin the mathematical sciences. The recipient is chosenby the Advisory Committee of the CRM and the Sci-entific Advisory Panel of the Fields Institute on thebasis of outstanding contributions to the advancementof research. The main selection criterion is researchexcellence. A prize of $5000 is awarded and the recipi-ent presents a lecture at the CRM and the Fields Insti-tute.The first CRM/Fields Prize was given last year toProfessor H. S. M. Coxeter of the University of To-ronto. Due to scheduling constraints the award cer-emony took place only this fall. On September 22, 1995,Prof. Coxeter gave his lecture “Evolution of Coxeter-Dynkin Diagrams;” afterwards director Luc Vinet pre-sented the award. Prof. Coxeter very kindly acceptedto give a second talk, this time for undergraduates. Inan overcrowded hall, with people standing along thewalls and sitting on the floor, Prof. Coxeter gave a veryaccessible lecture entitled “Euler’s formula for poly-hedra.” It is an experience that will be rememberedby many young mathematicians.The CRM-Fields Institute Prize for 1995 wasawarded to Professor George A. Elliott of the Uni-versity of Toronto and the University of Copenhagen.The awards ceremony took place at the CRM on April19, 1996, following a lecture by Professor Elliot enti-tled “C*-algebras at the CRM.” He was cited in par-ticular for his classification of C*-algebras via invari-ants related to ordered K-theory. His work has so in-fluenced this field that specialists speak of “the ElliotProgram,” and he was an invited speaker at the Inter-national Congress of Mathematicians in 1994.George Elliott obtained his B.Sc. and M.Sc. atQueens University in Kingston in 1965 and 1966 andhis Ph.D. at the University of Toronto in 1969. Afterpostdoctoral fellowships at the University of BritishColumbia and Queens University and a year at theInstitute for Advanced Study in Princeton, he acceptedthe position of lektor at the University of Copenha-gen in 1972. In 1984 he was named adjunct professorat the University of Toronto.Professor Elliott has published more than 100 pa-pers and given invited talks at some 48 universitiesand numerous meetings. He served as editor of theCanadian Journal of Mathematics and the Canadian

Mathematical Bulletin and currently edits the Math-ematical Reports of the Academy of Sciences ofCanada.In addition to the work cited above George Elliotthas made important contributions in other areas ofoperator algebras: derivations and automorphisms ofC*-algebras, classification of AF-algebras in terms oftheir ordered Ko-groups, and non-commutative tori.
André-Aisenstadt Prize 1995Created in 1991, the André Aisenstadt Mathemat-ics Prize is intended to recognize and reward talentedyoung Canadian mathematicians. The Prize, which isgiven for research achievement in pure and appliedmathematics, consists of a $3000 award. The recipientis chosen by CRM Advisory Committee. At the timeof nomination, candidates must be Canadian citizensor permanent residents of Canada, and no more thanseven years from their Ph.D. Niky Kamran (1991), IanPutnam (1992), Michael Ward (1994) and Nigel Higson(1994) are the former recipients.The André Aisenstadt Mathematics Prize for 1995was awarded to Professor Adrian S. Lewis of theUniversity of Waterloo. Professor Lewis was cited forhis deep contributions in a wide range of mathemati-cal areas: mathematical optimization, convex andnonsmooth analysis, functional analysis, matrixtheory, and computational optimization. In particu-lar he is world renowned for his work in the field ofconvex programming of Hermitian matrices. The prizewas awarded on April 26, 1996 at the CRM by LucVinet, director, following a lecture by Professor Lewisentitled “Convex Analysis and Applications.”Professor Lewis did his undergraduate andgraduate studies at Cambridge University in England,obtaining his Ph.D. in 1987. His thesis was entitled“Extreme point methods for infinite linear program-ming.” After research fellowships at Cambridge Uni-versity and Dalhousie University he moved to theUniversity of Waterloo in 1988 where he is currentlyAssociate Professor in the Department of Combina-torics and Optimization.Adrian Lewis has published more than 30 arti-cles in prestigious refereed journals and has given nu-merous invited presentations and colloquia, amongthem a keynote speech at the SIAM Conference onOptimization in 1996. He has also accepted invitationsto Marseilles and Toulouse for joint research and ex-positions of his work. He is a member of the editorial
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Seminars
The CRM offers numerous lectures which arepart of a regular seminar series. These aregenerally arranged by local CRM members andtake various forms. In some cases there areformal lectures, in others working groups ongeneral subjects are led by researchers.

• Seminar on “Wavelets”Org.: Jean-Marc Lina (CRM & Univ. de Montréal)
• Seminar on “History of Mathematics”Org.: Liliane Beaulieu (CRM)
• Seminar on “Nonlinear Analysis”Org.: Marlène Frigon (Univ. de Montréal)
• Seminar on “Integrable Systems”Org.: John Harnad (CRM & Concordia Univ. )
• Seminar on “Mathematical Physics”Org.: Pavel Winternitz (CRM & Univ. de Mon-tréal)

board of the SIAM Journal on Optimization, and ref-erees and reviews for ten other important journals.
CRM-CAP Prize 1995The Centre de recherches mathématiques and theCanadian Association of Physicists jointly created thisyear the CAP/CRM Medal for outstanding achieve-ment in theoretical and mathematical physics. The firstMedal was presented at the 1995 CAP Annual Con-gress to Professor Werner Israel of the University ofAlberta.In presenting the Medal to his thesis advisor, men-tor, and friend, Dr. Eric Poisson had the following tosay regarding Dr. Israel: “Werner was born in Berlinin the early nineteen thirties. Soon after, he and hisfamily moved to Cape Town, South Africa. There hestayed until he moved to Dublin, Ireland, to pursue agraduate degree. Werner obtained his doctorate fromTrinity College in 1960. In Dublin, Werner met andmarried Inge, and the two of them came to live inEdmonton. Werner joined the University of Albertaas an Assistant Professor in 1958, and there he re-mained to this day.Werner’s field of research is general relativity,most especially black holes. His contributions to thisfield are numerous and far reaching; throughout hiscareer his role has been that of a leader.In the late nineteen sixties, Werner formulated atheorem which took everybody working in the fieldby surprise. Werner showed that nonrotating blackholes in isolation must be spherically symmetric, nomatter how aspherical the collapsing star initially was.The star could be a cube, and the resulting black holewould still be spherical! This theory created a lot ofexcitement in the field, and over a period of severalyears, it was generalized (by Werner as well as otherworkers) to the case of charged and rotating blackholes. This result, now known as the no-hair theoremfor black holes, is one of the most powerful and beau-tiful achievements of gravitation theory.Most recently, Werner’s scientific focus has beenon the internal constitution of black holes. His workestablishes that the singularity of an aging black holeis lightlike (as opposed to spacelike), and far moreordered than was initially expected.Werner’s work combines deep physical signifi-cance with elegant mathematical formulation. Moreo-ver, the vast majority of his work has been originaland innovative, which establishes Werner as one ofthe true leaders in the field of general relativity. In hisletter of support for this Prize, Kip S. Thorne writes:

‘With two exceptions (Stephen Hawking of CambridgeUniversity and Roger Penrose of Oxford University),nobody has contributed more than Werner Israel toour understanding of gravitational theory, during thepast three decades.’ ”
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CRM-ISM Colloquium

• Luc Vinet (CRM), 29 September 1995“Symétries quantiques: introduction aux groupesquantiques”
• Alessio Corti (University of Chicago), 6 October1995“Minimal models and the classification of algebraicvarieties”
• Beno Eckmann (E.T.H. Zurich), 13 October 1995“Composition des formes quadratiques et le groupeunitaire infini”
• Harold Stark (University of California, SanDiego), 20 October 1995“Can an L-function be determined by a single value”
• Nigel Higson (Penn State University), 27 Octo-ber 1995“C*-Algebras and the Topology of Group Representa-tions”
• Victor Snaith (McMaster University), 3 Novem-ber 1995“Some natural occurrences of plus or minus one innumber theory”
• Robert Guénette (Université Laval), 10 Novem-ber 1995“Fluides rhéologiquement complexes: problèmesthéoriques et numériques”
• Bertram Kostant (M.I.T.), 17 November 1995“Harmonic decompositions and deformed Lie algebracohomology”
• Yakov Eliashberg (Stanford University &Harvard University), 24 November 1995“Symplectic geometry and knots”
• François Soumis (GERAD & ÉcolePolytechnique), 1 December 1995
• Martin Kruskal (Rutgers University & PrincetonUniversity), 8 December 1995“How to tell whether a nonlinear differential equationis integrable”

• Michel Fortin (Université Laval), 26 January 1996“Méthodes de stabilisation pour les méthodesd’éléments finis mixtes”
• Ed Bierstone (University of Toronto), 2 February1996“Resolution of singularities”
• André Joyal (UQAM), 9 February 1996“Jeux, catégories et communications”
• Charles Chui (Texas A&M), 16 February 1996“What are wavelets”
• Mark Goresky (I.A.S.), 23 February 1996“The geometry behind Arthur’s trace formula”
• Barbara Keyfitz (University of Houston), 1March 1996“Multidimensional conversation laws”
• Jérôme Detemple (CIRANO & McGill Univer-sity), 8 March 1996“American Options and Stochastic Volatility”
• Hector Sussmann (Rutgers University), 22 March1996“Geometry and nonlinear control, 300 years afterJohann Bernoulli’s brachistochrone”
• Paul Deheuvels (Université de Paris), 29 March1996“Fractals Aléatoires”
• Michael Thaddeus (Harvard University), 12April 1996“Complete Quadrics and Punctured Curves”
• Catherine Sulem (University of Toronto), 3 May1996“Phénomène d’autofocalisation pour les équations deSchrödinger nonlinéaires”
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Theme Year 1996-1997:
Combinatorics and Group

Theory
OverviewThe theme year 1996-1997 is devoted to combina-torics and group theory. Besides the CRM SummerSchool at Banff and the Chaire Aisenstadt, there willbe eight workshops and conferences. The membersof the scientific committee for this year are: G.Baumslag (CUNY), F. Bergeron (UQAM), N. Bergeron(York), G. Brassard (Montréal), C.J. Colbourn (Water-loo), C. Crépeau (Montréal), R. Couture (Montréal), P.Flajolet (INRIA, Rocquencourt), A. Garsia (UCSD),S.M. Gersten (Utah), E. Ghys (Lyon), D. Gildenhuys(McGill), G. Hahn (Montréal), O. Kharlampovich (Mc-Gill), D. Krob (Paris VI), G. Labelle (UQAM), C. Lam(Concordia), P. L’Écuyer (Montréal), P. Leroux(UQAM), R.C. Mullin (Waterloo), H. Niederreiter(Austrian Academy of Sciences), C. Reutenauer(UQAM), A. Rosa (McMaster), G. Sabidussi (Mon-tréal), R.P. Stanley (M.I.T.), D.R. Stinson (Nebraska-Lincoln), L. Vinet (Montréal), D. Zeilberger (Philadel-phia), E. Zelmanov (Yale).The scientific events are described below. Theywill take place at the CRM unless specified otherwise.
Workshop on Pseudorandom Number
Generation3-28 June 1996Org.: G. Brassard (Montréal), C. Crépeau (Montréal),R. Couture (Montréal), P. L’Écuyer (Montréal), H.Niederreiter (Austrian Academy of Sciences)

The main goal of this workshop is to bring to-gether researchers interested in theoretical and prac-tical aspects of (pseudo-)random number generationby computer. The workshop is spread over a periodof 4 weeks. The general theme is the development ofpractical random number generation software for dif-ferent classes of applications, such as simulation, sta-tistics, numerical analysis, games, cryptography, etc.The main subjects to be discussed are linear-type meth-ods, nonlinear methods, statistical tests, cryptographi-cally secure generators, parallel generators and effi-cient software implementations. Within the generaltheme, each week will have a special subject interest,as follows: (i) requirements for good generators, ran-domness criteria and statistical tests in general (June3-7), (ii) linear methods (June 10-14), (iii) nonlinear

methods and cryptographically secure generators(June 17-21), (iv) parallel generators and practical soft-ware implementations (June 24-28).The list of invited speakers includes: A. Com-pagner, R. Couture, C. Crépeau, E.C. Dudewicz, G.Fishman, M. Fushimi, P. Hellekalek, F. James, G.Larcher, P. L’Écuyer, G. Marsaglia, M. Mascagni, M.Matsumoto, H. Niederreiter, I.M. Sobol’, S. Tezuka, I.Vattulainen.
CRM Summer School on Group TheoryBanff Centre of Arts, Banff, Alberta11-23 August 1996Org.: G. Baumschlag (CUNY), D. Gildenhuys (Mc-Gill), O. Kharlampovich (McGill), E. Zelmanov(Yale)

The summer school will be aimed primarily atPh.D. students in their final years and recent Ph.D.’s.Its main objective will be to prepare people for theworkshops to follow. The topics will be: combinato-rial and geometric group theory, hyperbolic and au-tomatic groups, actions of groups on trees, connec-tions between groups and Lie algebras, pro-p-groups,group representations (aimed particularly at thecombinatorialists).The list of invited lecturers includes: G. Baumslag,I. Chiswell, M. du Sautoy, S. Gersten, N. Gupta, K.Gupta, S. Ivanov, O, Kharlampovich, Yu. Kuz’min, A.Myasnikov, M. Sapir, E. Zelmanov.
Workshop on Cayley Graphs16-21 September 1996Org.: G. Hahn (Montréal), G. Sabidussi (Montréal)

Cayley graphs of finite and infinite groups will beexplored from the point of view of the central role whichthey play in the general theory of transitive graphs, aswell as for the applications which have been found inrecent years in the design of interconnecting networks.Specific topics will include combinatorial properties re-lated to the communication of information in Cayleygraphs, isomorphism and homomorphism problems,graphs with groups of polynomial growth.The list of invited speakers includes: N. Alon, B.Alspach, L. Babai, P. Cameron, M.J. Dunwoody, Y.Hamidoune, W. Imrich, S. Klavzar, A. Lubotzky, D.Marusic, B. Mohar, N. Seifter, J. Sirán, V. Trofimov, M.E.Watkins, W. Woess.
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Workshop on Hyperbolic and
Automatic Groups; Groups Acting on
R—Trees13-24 October 1996Org.: G. Baumschlag (CUNY), D. Gildenhuys (Mc-Gill), O. Kharlampovich (McGill), E. Zelmanov(Yale)

This workshop will bring together internationalexperts in the indicated fields.The list of invited speakers includes: M. Bestvina,S. Gersten, I. Kapovich, G. Levitt, A. Olshanskii, E.Rips, Z. Sela, H. Short, M. Staretz.
Workshop on Distance-Regular Graphs18-23 November 1996Org.: G. Hahn (Montréal), G. Sabidussi (Montréal)

The workshop is intended to cover recent devel-opments in all aspects of the theory of distance-regu-lar graphs. One of the major themes will be distance-transitive graphs and problems concerning their clas-sification and connections with group theory.The list of invited speakers includes: E. Bannai,N. Biggs, A.E. Brouwer, P. Cameron, A. Cohen, A.D.Gardiner, C. Godsil, A.A. Ivanov, L.K. Jørgensen, M.Mulder, J. Saxl, P. Terwilliger.
Workshop on General Combinatorial
Group Theory5-16 April 1997Org.: G. Baumschlag (CUNY), D. Gildenhuys (Mc-Gill), O. Kharlampovich (McGill), E. Zelmanov(Yale)

This workshop will include a wide variety of top-ics in Combinatorial Group Theory, in particular, in-variants of infinite groups, profinite groups and con-structive aspects of pro-p-groups, exponential groups,language theory, connections between groups and Liealgebras, group actions on non-archimedean trees.The list of invited lecturers includes: H. Bass, G.Baumslag, R. Grigorchuk, M. Gromov, A. Krasilnikov,G. Labute, A. Lubotzky, J. McCool, A. Myasnikov,Remeslennikov, L. Ribes, A. Shmelkin.

Workshop on Tranversal Designs and
Orthogonal ArraysUniversity of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, April 1997Org.: C.J. Colbourn (Waterloo), R.C. Mulin (Water-loo), A. Rosa (McMaster), D.R. Stinson (Nebraska-Lincoln)

As combinatorial design theory has matured, cer-tain central objects have been found to play a key rolenot only in the construction of designs, but also in theirapplication. Transversal designs (equivalently, or-thogonal arrays) occupy a fundamental place in theconstruction of almost all types of designs, primarilyas a result of Wilson’s existence theory for designs. Acentral question in combinatorial design theory istherefore the existence of transversal designs. A oneweek workshop on the subject is planned for April1997 and the following five main themes will be cov-ered: finite geometry and difference sets, orthogonalarrays in coding theory, incomplete transversal de-signs, orthogonal arrays and experimental design, ap-plications of transversal designs in design theory.The list of speakers includes: J. Abel, F. Bennett, J.Bierbrauer, A. Brouwer, A. Bruen, J. Dinitz, J. Doyen,S. Hedayat, K. Heinrich, D. Jungnickel, D. Kreher, C.Laywinve, G. Mullen, N. Sloane, D. Street, V. Tonchev,J. van Rees, R. Wilson, M. Wojtas, L. Zhu.
Workshop on Experimental
Mathematics and Combinatorics19-30 May 1997Org.: F. Bergeron (UQAM), G. Labelle (UQAM), P.Leroux (UQAM)

Computer algebra methods play an increasinglyimportant role in mathematics. This is particularly truein areas like combinatorics where mathematical ex-periment is an integral part of any research activity.The goal of this workshop is to survey recent devel-opments in computer algebra as a research tool inmathematics and to work on specific applications pri-marily in combinatorics. The workshop will consistof one week of invited talks (May 19-23, 1997) followedby one week of informal working sessions.The list of invited speakers includes: J. Borwein,P. Borwein, P. Flajolet, T. Guttmann, B. Salvy, D.Stanton, V. Strehl, G.X. Viennot, D. Zeilberger, M.Petkovsek
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Theme Year 1997-1998:
Statistics

OverviewThe theme year in statistics will emphasize sev-eral current directions in the theory and applicationof statistics, with particular emphasis on problemsinvolving dependent data. Five areas of concentrationhave been selected: the interface between computa-tion and theoretical statistics, spatial statistics, non-parametric functional estimation, statistical methodsin epidemiology and genetic epidemiology, and analy-sis of longitudinal data.The members of the advisory committee for thetheme year are J.F. Lawless (Waterloo), M. Moore(École Polytechnique), N. Reid (Toronto) and Y.Yatracos (U. de Montréal). The organizers for the con-centration programs have been encouraged to empha-size, as much as is feasible, interaction with research-ers having special expertise in applications.
Spatial statistics and applicationsA great many application areas, such as geology,hydrology, medical imaging, atmospheric science, bi-ology, materials science, and so on, routinely collectlarge amounts of data that exhibit spatial dependence.Spatial data also raises many interesting inferentialproblems and statistical methods developed for inde-pendent data are rarely applicable. This program plansto explore recently developed methods for particularapplications, as well as more general problems of in-ference.The program as planned consists of a short courseof 20-30 hours to be given over a period of about 3weeks, to introduce students and others to the gen-eral problems and methods of spatial data analysis.This will be followed by four workshops on the top-ics indicated below.
IMAGE ANALYSIS AND IMAGE RESTORATION30 March - 3 April 1998Org.: M. Moore (École Polytechnique)
STATISTICAL  INFERENCE FOR SPATIAL  PROCESSES6-9 April 1998Org.: Xavier Guyon (Univ. Paris 1)
APPLICATIONS IN EARTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES20-24 April 1998 (tentative)Org.: R. Lockhart (Simon Fraser)

Workshop on Algebraic Combinatorics9-20 June 1997Org.: F. Bergeron (UQAM), N. Bergeron (York), C.Reutenauer (UQAM)
The purpose of the workshop is to study interac-tions between Algebraic Combinatorics and Symmet-ric Functions, with special emphasis on DescentAlgebras of Coxeter groups in relation to quasi-sym-metric functions and non-commutative symmetricfunctions, and on doubly parametrized (Macdonald)(q,t)-symmetric functions, in relation to harmonics ofreflection groups.The list of speakers includes: P. Diaconis*, A.Garsia, I. Gessel, I. Goulden*, M. Haiman, I.G. Mac-donald, C. Procesi, L. Solomon, R.P. Stanley, J.Y.Thibon. (The asterisk * indicates a speaker yet to beconfirmed.)

Chaire AisenstadtProfessor László Babai will be giving the first partof the André-Aisenstadt Lectures at the CRM in con-junction with the workshops on Cayley Graphs andon Distance-Regular Graphs in September and No-vember 1996. Fields Medal (1994) winner ProfessorEfim Zelmanov will hold the second part of the ChaireAisenstadt, and will be delivering a series of lectureson Combinatorial Algebra in March 1997.
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STATISTICS OF BRAIN MAPPING13-14 June 1998Org.: K. Worsley (McGill)Functional magnetic resonance imaging is a newand rapidly developing area of medical imaging tech-nology, and there is international expertise in this topicin Montreal. This workshop will follow the 4th Inter-national Conference on Functional Mapping of theHuman Brain (7-12 June 1998).
Nonparametric functional estimationNonparametric functional estimation is widelyused in theory and applications, with emphasis usu-ally being on the estimation of density functions, dis-tribution functions, quantile functions, regressionfunctions and nonlinear functionals of the density.Most results to date have been obtained in the frame-work of independent sampling, but current researchdirections motivated by applications consider non-parametric functional estimation under various typesof dependence.
NONPARAMETRIC FUNCTIONAL ESTIMATION13-24 October 1997Org.: Luc Devroye (McGill), George Roussas (U.C.Davis), Yannis Yatracos (Univ. de Montréal)
Statistical methods in epidemiology
and genetic epidemiologyMuch work in epidemiology is descriptive, butthere is considerable recent interest in emphasizingtechniques of statistical inference in epidemiology. Thisprogram will invite several internationally known re-searchers to discuss various aspects of statistical meth-ods in epidemiology. The program will consist of atwo-week conference, with emphasis in the first weekon epidemiology and in the second week on geneticepidemiology. Each topic will have two or threethemes with an associated substantive researcher re-sponsible for background lectures.
STATISTICS AND EPIDEMIOLOGY3-9 May 1998Org.: Gerarda Darlington (Toronto), Shelley Bull(Toronto)Recent developments in descriptive epidemiol-ogy, etiologic studies, and clinical epidemiology.

GENETIC EPIDEMIOLOGY9-16 May 1998Org.: Gerarda Darlington (Toronto), Ken Morgan(McGill)A discussion of statistical and genetic principles(segregation analysis, linkage analysis, associationanalysis, population genetics, isolate populations, link-age disequilibrium mapping); complex pedigrees andcomplex traits (gene identity by descent - families, geneidentity by descent - individuals).
Longitudinal data analysisData collected on the same subjects over time arisefrequently in biological applications, and there is aconsiderable new body of work on models and meth-ods for this type of data. This workshop will providea survey of recent work, and a discussion of open prob-lems in the area. The emphasis will be on applications,and participants are encouraged to bring particularapplied problems to the attention of the workshoporganizers.
LONGITUDINAL DATA ANALYSIS  FOR COMPLEX SURVEYSMarch 1998 (tentative)Org.: Michael Hidiroglou, Sylvie Michaud andDavid Binder (Statistics Canada)
NONLINEAR TIME SERIESMarch 1998 (tentative)Org.: Roch Roy (Univ. Montréal)Time series analysis continues to be a subject ofimportant interest in statistics since almost every sci-entific discipline is concerned with data collected overtime. This workshop will focus mainly on two topicsof recent and growing interest: resampling methodsand the application of wavelets. In many cases, therelated results are applicable to both linear and nonlinear time series.
EVENT HISTORY ANALYSIS25-29 May 1998Org.: Richard Cook and Jerry Lawless (Waterloo)Event history analysis is now commonly appliedin most branches of science, including demography,epidemiology, medicine, engineering and economics.The purpose of this workshop is to stimulate a criticalappraisal of existing models and techniques and toconsider future developments.
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Theoretical statistics and computation:
the interfaceAdvances in computing power are not only in-fluencing the practice of statistics, but are also influ-encing the development of theoretical statistics.Computationally intensive techniques such as thebootstrap and Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC)algorithms provide alternatives to inferential approxi-mations developed using asymptotic theory. The ap-plication of MCMC techniques to Bayesian analysisof relatively complex problems has provided newimpetus for development of standard priors. The wideavailability of symbolic computation has also influ-enced the types of inference problems that can be tack-led. This program will consist of three periods of con-centration, each of approximately two weeks, in theareas given below. The format for each period of con-centration will consist of a week of background lec-tures for students and participants, followed by a weeklong research workshop.
USING THE BOOTSTRAP FOR MODEL SELECTION14-20 September 1997Org.: Christian Léger (Univ. de Montréal)
SYMBOLIC COMPUTATION21-27 September 1997Org.: James Stafford (Western Ontario)

EMPIRICAL BAYES AND LIKELIHOOD INFERENCE9-15 November 1997Org.: Ejaz Ahmed (Regina), Nancy Reid (Toronto)
CRM Summer School on Likelihood
and Asymptotics1-11 August 1997, BanffOrg.: Tom DiCiccio (Cornell)
Aisenstadt LecturesProfessor Peter Hall of the Australian NationalUniversity in Canberra and Sir David Cox of OxfordUniversity have accepted invitations to serve as Aisen-stadt Lecturers in October 1997 and May 1998 respec-tively.
Interaction with the Fields InstituteJohn Chadam has expressed enthusiastic supportfor having the Fields Institute sponsor activities in sta-tistics and is happy to tie that in with the theme year ifthat seems appropriate. He has also been independ-ently in contact with Jack Kalbfleisch at Waterloo todiscuss a program in Industrial Statistics at the FieldsInstitute and is willing to work that into the themeyear.Updated information about the schedule andspeakers may be obtained from Nancy Reids’ webpage

www.utstat.toronto.edu/reid/crm/ .
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Theme Year 1998-1999:
Number Theory

OverviewThe year 98-99 will be devoted to number theory.The organizing committee is M. Ram Murty (McGilland Queen’s, scientific director), Henri Darmon (Mc-Gill) ), Mark Goresky (Institute for Advanced Study),Fiona Murnaghan (Toronto), V. Kumar Murty (To-ronto). The focus will be on the four following areasof number theory.
(i) Algebraic cycles and Shimura varieties(ii) Elliptic curves and automorphic forms(iii) p-adic representations(iv) Analytic theory of automorphic L-functions
Each of these areas will be studied by means of aseminar course given by members of the organizingcommittee. This seminar course will be aimed prima-

This year the CRM and the Fields Institute haveagain enjoyed a very high level of collaboration.First of all, the CRM and the Fields Institute havejointly invested much effort in the development of thePIms/NNCMS initiative. This has required numer-ous meetings across the country among the directorsof both institutes and other parties. These have allowedthe two directors to coordinate efficiently the scien-tific activities of the institutes and to develop new jointprojects. It should also be mentioned that RobertMoody is a member of both the CRM’s advisory com-mittee and the Fields Institute’s scientific committeeand he thus facilitates communication between thesetwo committees.The CRM and the Fields Institute have jointlysponsored many events. For instance the CAMS meet-ing at Memorial University, the workshop on PartialDifferential Equations and their Applications held atthe Fields Institute, the meeting on Nonlinear Dynam-ics and Time Series that took place at the CRM, theone on Semidefinite Programming & Interior-PointApproaches for Combinatorial Optimization Problemsheld at the Fields Institute and the workshop on Al-gebraic Approaches to Quantum Dynamics at theFields Institute.

rily at graduate students and postdoctoral fellows. Thecourse will be supplemented by a one-week workshopwhere specialists will lecture on the latest develop-ments. Most likely, the topics (i) and (ii) will be treatedby K. Murty, H. Darmon, and M. Goresky in the firstterm. Topics (iii) and (iv) will be covered by F.Murnaghan and R. Murty respectively in the secondterm. In one or more of these areas, it is proposed tohave some lecture notes published in the CRM series.
In addition, there will be a summer school in Banff,Alberta on Algebraic Cycles, June 7-19, 1998, organ-ized by J. Lewis (Alberta), N. Yui (Queens’s) and B.Gordon (Oklahoma). The following have so far agreedto speak at the summer school: S. Bloch (Chicago), J.-L. Colliot-Thélène (CNRS), M. Green (UCLA), U.Jannsen (Cologne), B. Lawson (SUNY), D. Rama-krishnan (Caltech), S. Saito (Tokyo), D. Zagier (MaxPlanck Institut). Several other speakers have been in-vited.

A number of CRM’s members have taken part inthe organization of scientific activities at the FieldsInstitute. J. Patera (together with R. Moody) has beenresponsible for organizing a theme-semester on themathematical foundations of periodic order in the fallof 1995. J. Hurtubise was on the scientific committeeof the workshop on Interaction between Topology andPhysics that took place in April in the framework oftheme activities in Homotopy Theory. Niky Kamrancoorganized the meeting on Algebraic Approaches toQuantum Dynamics that was co-sponsored by CRM.The CRM and the Fields Institute have jointly sup-ported a postdoctoral fellow, Sadok Kallel, who wasin residence at the Fields Institute during the programin Homotopy Theory.Plans are also being made to hold at the FieldsInstitute parts of the CRM 1997 theme activities in Sta-tistics and of the 1998 program in Number Theory andAlgebraic Geometry.Finally the year has also seen the awarding of thesecond CRM/Fields Institute prize to George Elliottin recognition of outstanding contributions to themathematical sciences.

COLLABORATION WITH THE FIELDS INSTITUTE
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The research group PHYSNUM, led by B.Goulard, joined the CRM during the year 95-96. Thisevent was particularly important for the developmentof research in applied and industrial mathematics. ThePHYSNUM group is presently involved in mathemati-cal imaging and risk management. These activitieshave emerged from more general research programsbased on wavelet theory, neural networks and paral-lel computing. Beside theoretical work on wavelets(now recognized internationally), the PHYSNUMteam has acquired expertise in various aspects of im-age processing. Recent projects include analysis ofimages (from satellites and of digital mammograms)based on multiscaling representations given by wave-let transforms. PHYSNUM is pursuing a number ofproject in collaboration with industry. It enjoys aunique partnership with Atlantic Nuclear Services ini-tiated five years ago. It also has ties with the HôpitalNotre-Dame de Montréal, Noranda (Montréal), andthe Canadian Centre for Remote Sensing (Ottawa). Thegroup leader, Bernard Goulard, has received an hon-ourable mention from the NSERC University-Indus-try Synergy 1995 program for establishing successfulpartnerships. The group also offers industrial fellow-ships to young scientists with Ph.D.’s in fundamentaldomains. So far all the fellows of this group have foundpositions in industry (ANS, CAE, Hydro-Québec,Lockheed Martin Electronic Systems Canada) at orbefore the end of their stipend.
Over the last three years, the CRM has enjoyed aclose collaboration with two liaison and research trans-fer centres, the CERCA (Centre de recherche en calculappliqué) and the CIRANO (Centre interuniversitaire derecherche en analyse des organisations), and two centresinvolved in applied and contractual research, the CRT(Centre de recherche sur les transports) and the GERAD(Groupe d’études et de recherche en analyse des décisions).Their interests are in applied numerical computations(CERCA), in management, economy, and finance(CIRANO), in problems related to transportation(CRT) and in risk and decision (GERAD). The collabo-ration with these partners takes various forms. In par-ticular, it has allowed the CRM to set up an industrialpostdoctoral fellowship program and to hold meet-ings that were jointly organized.

Industrial postdoctoral fellowship program. Thisprogram was established three years ago to supportresearch in industrial mathematics, contribute to thetraining of specialists in this area and foster collabora-tions between the university and industry. Four fel-lowships, jointly funded by the CRM and industry,were awarded in 1995-96. The CRM’s partners in thisprogram include Ad Opt and Cognologic for one post-doctoral fellow (pdf) dealing with monthly schedul-ing of airline flight personnel, Environment Canadafor one pdf dealing with regional-atmosphere model-ling, Bombardier Canada, Pratt & Whitney and Envi-ronment Canada for one dealing with wing icing dur-ing flights, and Bombardier Canada, GE Canada,Hydro-Québec, and Environment Canada for onedealing with large-scale turbulence.
University-industry workshops. The first semester ofthe current thematic year was devoted to computa-tional hydrodynamics and was organized jointly withCERCA. It included one large conference and twoworkshops, one with several mini-courses. It wel-comed scientists from both industry and academia. Aweek-long meeting on the mathematics of finance washeld in April 96, funded by both the CIRANO and theCRM, with support from AMI Partners Inc., the Boursede Montréal, the Caisse de dépôt et placement duQuébec, and Hydro-Québec. The audience was madeup of economists, bankers and mathematicians.

The industrial associate member (E. Shahbazian)and three visiting members of the CRM (L. Gagnon,M. Mayrand and P. Valin) are scientists working forLockheed Martin Electronic Systems. Two Ph.D. stu-dents are co-supervised by J. Patera (Univ. de Mon-tréal), L. Gagnon and E. Shahbazian, with part of theirthesis work being done at Lockheed Martin.
The centres CERCA, CIRANO, CRM, CRT andGERAD are currently writing a grant proposal to besubmitted to NSERC in its new research network pro-gram. If awarded, this grant would allow the CRM tosustain and expand its research efforts in applied andindustrial mathematics.

PARTNERSHIPS
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Michel Delfour wins ACFAS Prix Urgel–
Archambault

Michel Delfour, regular member at CRM and pro-fessor in the Département de mathématiques et destatistique at the Université de Montréal, was awardedin 1995 the Prix Urgel-Archambault by the Associa-tion canadienne-française pour l’avancement des sci-ences (ACFAS). This prize was created in 1953 inmemory of Urgel Archambault, director and founderof the École Polytechnique de Montréal. It rewardsscientists working in the physical sciences, mathemat-ics and engineering. It is sponsored by Alcan.The ACFAS citation is as follows: “MichelDelfour’s career has deeply marked mathematical lifein Quebec and Canada. Born in Paris, he moved toMontréal and studied electrical engineering at McGillUniversity where he won several awards. He chose tospecialize in mathematics and obtained a Ph.D. fromthe Case Western University in Cleveland. Comingback to Canada, he was successively invited researcherat the Université de Montréal, member of the Centrede recherches mathématiques, and professor in theDépartement de mathématiques et de statistique atthis institution.“Michel Delfour is a brilliant scientist, original andwith extremely diversified gifts. His research, concen-trated in applied mathematics, has at least five parts.The first two, developed in the context of the Cana-dian space program, deal with control and stabiliza-tion of systems as well as shape and structure optimi-zation. The applications of this work are numerous,ranging from flexible structure modelling to satellitedesign.“Michel Delfour has also worked on the model-ling and control of systems with delay, on discontinu-ous approximation methods for ordinary differentialequations and on wavelength assignment, a problemwith obvious financial consequences. The results ofhis last project were extremely well received by thefederal Ministry of Communications.“Besides his accomplishments as a researcher,Michel Delfour has two remarkable qualities as amathematician: conciseness and elegance. His fifty (orso) articles are models of clarity and mathematicaltaste. He is an exception to the rule that mathemati-cians prefer to work alone; all his colleagues praisehis team spirit and his enthusiasm is contagious.“Michel Delfour is currently finishing his thirdmonograph. His international reputation is significant,

as his invitation to be a plenary speaker at a SIAMconference indicates. (SIAM is the most prestigioussociety of applied mathematics in the world.) He wona Killam fellowship in 1989-1991 and is the presidentsince 1991 of the Canadian Mathematical Society.”(The mandate of Prof. Delfour as President of theCanadian Mathematical Society ended in 1994.)
Professor Robert P. Langlands shares
Wolf Prize

In November 1995, the Wolf Foundation of Israelannounced the award of the Wolf Prize jointly to twomathematicians. Robert Langlands and Andrew Wiles(Princeton University) shared the $100,000 prize inmathematics for their ground-breaking research innumber theory and related areas. The award was pre-sented to them in Jerusalem in March by EzerWeizman, President of Israel.Prof. Robert P. Langlands, 59, did his undergradu-ate work at the University of British Columbia andhis Ph.D. at Yale University. He was subsequently in-structor and assistant professor at Princeton Univer-sity and professor at Yale. Since 1972, he is a memberof the Faculty of the Institute for Advanced Study’sSchool of Mathematics (Princeton). According to theWolf Foundation’s citation, Langlands received theWolf Prize for his “path-blazing work and extraordi-nary insights in the fields of number theory, automor-phic forms, and group representation.” His founda-tional work on Eisenstein series, group representa-tions, L-functions and the Artin conjectures, the prin-ciple of functoriality, and the formulation of the far-reaching Langlands program shaped the moderntheory of automorphic forms and influenced muchsubsequent research.Prof. Langlands has been a regular member of theCRM for the past few years. He spends a part of eachsummer at the CRM. He initiated the CRM summerschool, first held in 1990, and has organized a work-shop on “Zeta Functions of Picard Modular Surfaces”(spring 88) that still yields scientific results. He hasalso codirected several students with Y. Saint-Aubin.
Professor Carolyne Van Vliet retires

Professor Carolyne Van Vliet has retired in 1995after more than 25 years at the Centre de recherchesmathématiques and at the Département de physiqueat the Université de Montréal.
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Prof. Van Vliet obtained her Ph.D. from the FreeUniversity of Amsterdam in 1956. From 1956 to 1970,she was first postdoctoral fellow and subsequentlyprofessor of electrical engineering at the University ofMinnesota. She was one of the first researchers to behired at the Centre de recherches mathématiques in1969. Her interests, since the beginning of her career,lie in mathematical, statistical and solid state physics,more specifically in out-of-equilibrium statistical me-chanics (in particular linear response theory and thedescription of N-body correlation and relaxation proc-esses), quantum transport in condensed matter, fluc-tuations and stochastic processes, and mesoscopicphenomena in quantum mechanics and electrody-namics.Following some severe but valid criticism ofKubo’s linear response theory, made for example byN. van Kampen, Prof. Van Vliet started, in 1978, a pro-found revision of this theory consistent with funda-mental principles of statistical mechanics such as en-tropy production and irreversibility in transport proc-esses. She derived, using Zwanzig’s projection opera-tor technique and within the famous Van Hove limit,a generalized master equation, with external fieldspresent and thus more general than that of Pauli orvan Hove, general many-body linear response formu-las for the conductivity, and two quantum Boltzmannequations. Her series of four articles Linear ResponseTheory Revisited I-IV, published between 1978 and 1984in the Journal of Mathematical Physics, constitutes aremarkable contribution to the field. This mathemati-cal theory has been applied to magnetotransport andhopping conduction in disordered materials. Hergraduate students also gave other important applica-tions.Another of her important results is related to thelong-standing controversy over Handel’s quantumtheory of the 1/f noise. Prof. Van Vliet resolved thisdebate by giving a rigorous treatment based on quan-tum electrodynamics. A further extension of the theory,involving the very pertinent electron-phonon inter-action, was recently completed by one of her students.Prof. Van Vliet is extremely prolific, with some200 articles, and is still very active: she pursues herteaching and research career at Florida InternationalUniversity (Miami) while still maintaining her ties tothe CRM.

A team from CRM and UQAM receives
an NSERC Collaborative Grant

NSERC established the highly competitive Col-laborative Grant Program to foster and support multi-disciplinary research programs. A grant was awardedduring the fall of 1995 for a proposal entitled AlgebraicCombinatorics and Quantum Integrable Models. The teamconsists of: L. Vinet (CRM, team leader), F. Bergeron(UQAM), N. Bergeron (York), R. Floreanini (INFN,Trieste), A. Garsia (UC at San Diego), J. Harnad(Concordia), D. Levi (Univ. di Roma III), C. Reutenauer(UQAM), Y. Saint-Aubin (CRM), Pavel Winternitz (CRM).The project lies at the interface of theoretical phys-ics and combinatorics, and focuses on integrable sys-tems and special function theory. Integrable systemsare very important in physics since they often allowus to find fundamental laws. A paradigm is theCalogero-Sutherland (CS) model which describes Nparticles on a circle with long-range interactions. It isknown to be relevant to the physics of the fractionalquantum Hall effect and of high-Tc superconductiv-ity. It was found recently that the wave functions ofthe CS model can be expressed in terms of the multi-variate Jack polynomials. The CS model also admits arelativistic generalization; in this case the quantumdynamics are governed by a q-difference equationwhose solutions are expressed in terms of Macdonaldsymmetric polynomials.The Jack and the Macdonald polynomials aresome of the principal objects of study in algebraic com-binatorics. Many important and challenging conjec-tures about these polynomials are still unproved. Veryrecently, a representation-theoretical setting for theMacdonald basis was discovered by members of theteam. This construction led them to discover remark-able properties of these polynomials by skilfully us-ing techniques of algebraic geometry, algebraic com-binatorics and computer algebra. Drawing from physi-cal intuition, other members of the team have obtainedan operator solution of the CS model that sheds newlight on many outstanding physical and mathemati-cal problems.The main objective of the program is to study thevarious algebraic and combinatorial aspects of the CSmodel and its generalizations. This will most likelylead to significant advances in many important math-ematical and physical areas (condensed matter phys-ics, special function theory, conformal field theory, rep-resentation theory, algebra, integrable systems, etc.)that this model connects in an extraordinary way.

A W A R D S , D I S T I N C T I O N S & L A N D M A R K S
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COMPUTER FACILITIES
Research done at CRM is one of the 10
Québec Science discoveries of the
year

Each year the popular science monthly Québec Sci-ence presents a group of 10 discoveries done duringthe last twelve months in the Province of Québec. Theselection criteria are numerous: among them are theimpact on the field of research, publication in prestig-ious journals and the improvement of human welfare.The issue of February 1996 contained this year’s win-ners. A recent work of Luc Vinet, director of the CRM,and Luc Lapointe, his Ph.D. student (Département dephysique at the Université de Montréal) was cited asone of the 10 discoveries for 1995.This recognition came for their proof of a famousconjecture by Macdonald on a class of symmetric func-tions known as the Jack polynomials. These functions,as was mentioned before, play, on the one hand, a keyrole in algebraic combinatorics — they are deforma-tions of the Schur functions and appear, on the otherhand, in the expression of the Calogero Sutherland(CS) model wave functions.The Macdonald conjecture that Lapointe andVinet proved can be presented roughly like this. TheJack polynomial depend on one parameter (the cou-pling constant of the CS model). These functions areusually presented through their expansion on anotherset of symmetric functions known as the symmetricmonomials. The Macdonald conjecture asserted essen-tially that the expansion coefficients are themselvespolynomials in the parameter. This conjecture has re-sisted for more than seven years the efforts made toprove it.The proof that Lapointe and Vinet gave makesuse of the methods of mathematical physics. Theyfound the creation operators of the CS model whoseaction on the ground state wave function generatesthe wave functions of the excited states. They havethus discovered a remarkable formula for the Jackpolynomials from which the Macdonald conjecturefollowed as a simple corollary.

AWARDS, DISTINCTIONS & LANDMARKS

The CRM offers to its members and visitors a Unixenvironment based on a SUN Sparc 1000 equippedwith eight 100-Mhz processors and 256 Mb of memory.This computing power is distributed through the of-fices and common rooms via Sun stations (Sparc 4, 5and 10) and X-terminals. The software libraries includecompilers (several C and C++, Fortran, etc.), symbolicmanipulation programs (Mathematica, Maple andMacaulay), several text editors, web browsers, mailtools, and most utilities common to the mathematicalworld. Upgrades to TeX and its dialects are uploadedwhenever they are released.
The local net is linked to the network of the Uni-versité de Montréal that maintains the connectionswith RISQ (Réseau interordinateurs scientifiquequébécois) and CA*net (the Canadian internet transitservice).
The CRM also has a Silicon Graphics Challenge Lwith six R4400 processors at 100 Mhz and 128 Mb ofmemory that was purchased through the NSERC grantof one of its research teams. Access to this server islimited to the members of the team or, upon request,to other members with numerical processing needs.
The support staff works on Sun stations, on X-terminals or on Macintoshes tied to the Sun server formail services and back-ups.
This year the CRM, the Fields Institute and thePIms submitted a joint grant application to NSERC’sMajor Facilities Access program. The proposal callsfor the establishment of a National Computer Networkfor Mathematical Research. This network would helpmaintain and enhance the computing facilities offeredat the three institutes, and would allow for the devel-opment of better electronic connectivity in the math-ematics community. Though the three-year grant wasnot awarded, NSERC recognized the value of theproject by giving $ 75K as seed money for the network.
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PUBLICATIONS

The CRM publishes monographs, lecture notes, proceedings, software,videos, and research reports. (For the latter see below.) It has severalcollections. The in-house collection Les Publications CRM offers manytitles in both English and French. The CRM also has publishingagreements with both the American Mathematical Society (AMS) andSpringer-Verlag. Two collections, edited by CRM, are published anddistributed by the AMS. They are the CRM Monographs and the CRMProceedings and Lecture Notes. The latter collection will contain thenew English translation of D. Knuth’s monograph “Mariages stableset leurs relations avec d’autres problèmes combinatoires” (originallypublished in French in the CRM’s own collection). Springer-Verlagpublishes the CRM Series in Mathematical Physics. The followinglist contains books that have appeared during the year 95-96 or thatwill be published soon.

Les Publications CRM

• P. Koosis, Leçons sur le théorème de Beurling etMalliavin, fall 1996.• D. W. Rand, Concorder, Concordance Software for theMacintosh, Version Three, Software and Manual, fall1996.• X. Fernique, Fonctions aléatoires gaussiennes, vecteursaléatoires gaussiens, to be published in spring 1997.

AMS CRM Monographs

• J. Milton, Dynamics of Small Neural Populations, vol.7, 1996.• I. Karatzas, Lectures on the Mathematics of Finance,Chaire Aisenstadt 1996-1997, vol. 8, to be publishedin October 1996.• R. Bryant, The Geometry of Differential Equations,Chaire Aisenstadt 1995-1996, to be published inspring 1997.

AMS CRM Proceedings & Lecture Notes• J. Feldman, R. Froese and L. Rosen (ed.), Mathemati-cal Quantum Theory: Schrödinger Operators, CRMProc. & Lecture Notes, vol. 8, 1995.• D. Levi, L. Vinet and P. Winternitz (ed.), Symmetriesand Integrability of Difference Equations, vol. 9, Sep-tember 1996.• D.E. Knuth, Stable Marriage and its Relation to OtherCombinatorial Problems, vol. 10, October 1996.• L. Vinet (ed.), Advances in the Mathematical Sciences—CRM’s 25 Years, vol. 11, to be published in spring 1997.• P. Greiner, V. Ivrii, L. Seco, C. Sulem (eds.), Partialdifferential equations, June 1995, to be published inspring 1997.
Springer-Verlag CRM Series in
Mathematical Physics• G. Semenoff and L. Vinet (eds.), Particles and Fields,CRM Banff Summer School 1994, to be published inDecember 96.• L. Vinet (ed.), Theoretical and Mathematical Physics,Proceedings of the Canadian Association of PhysicistsMeeting 1995, to be published in spring 1997.

Books
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[CRM-2290] V. Hussin and
G. Rideau. Quantum fermionic
oscillator group from R-matrix
method, June 1995.

[CRM-2291] O. Hijazi. Twistor
operators and eigenvalues of the
Dirac operator, June 1995.

[CRM-2292] A. F. Ivanov and
J. Losson. Stable rapidly oscillating
solutions in delay equations with
negative feedback, June 1995.

[CRM-2293] K. Ohshika. A conver-
gence theorem for Kleinian groups
which are free groups, July 1995.

[CRM-2294] L. Lapointe and
L. Vinet. A Rodrigues formula for
the Jack polynomials and the
Macdonald-Stanley conjectures, July
1995.

[CRM-2295] P. W. Doyle and A. M.
Grundland. Invariant solutions of
quasilinear systems of partial
differential equations, July 1995.

[CRM-2296] Y. Berest. Invariant
solutions of quasilinear systems of
partial differential equations, July
1995.

[CRM-2297] V. Spiridonov and
A. Zhedanov. Symmetry preserving
quantization and self-similar
potentials, July 1995.

[CRM-2298] M. C. Delfour and J.-P.
Zolésio. Differential equations for
linear shells: comparison between
intrinsic and classical models, July
1995.

[CRM-2299] M. C. Delfour and J.-P.
Zolésio. Shape analysis via distance
functions II, August 1995.

[CRM-2300] Y. Saint-Aubin.
Conformal invariance of a model of
percolation on random lattices,
August 1995.

[CRM-2301] M. C. Delfour and J.-P.
Zolésio. Bounded total curvature
sets, August 1995.

[CRM-2302] M. C. Delfour and J.-P.
Zolésio. Curvatures and skeleton in
shape optimization, August 1995.

[CRM-2303] S. A. Campbell and
J. Bélair. Hopf bifurcation in a
second order differential equation
with delayed feedback, August 1995.

[CRM-2304] M. C. Delfour and J.-P.
Zolésio. New intrinsic models for
shells, August 1995.

[CRM-2305] P. Winternitz. Subalge-
bras of Lie algebras and their
applications in physics, August 1995.

[CRM-2306] A. M. Grundland and
L. Lalague. Invariant and partially
invariant solutions of the equations
describing a nonstationary and
isentropic flow for an ideal and
compressible fluid in (3+1) dimen-
sions, August 1995.

[CRM-2307] E. Montini and
N. Schlomiuk. Fonctions continues
et fonctions continues à la Darboux:
une approche historique, August
1995.

[CRM-2308] D. Sankoff, J. Ehrlich
and J. H. Nadeau. Synteny conserva-
tion and chromosome rearrange-
ments during mammalian evolution,
August 1995.

[CRM-2309] J. H. Nadeau, V. Ferretti
and D. Sankoff. Original synteny,
August 1995.

[CRM-2310] M. Blanchette,
T. Kunisawa and D. Sankoff.
Parametric genome rearrangement,
August 1995.

[CRM-2311] A. H. Bougourzi and
L. Vinet. On the relation between
Uq(ŝl(2))  vertex operators and
q-zonal functions, August 1995.

[CRM-2312] D. Levi and
P. Winternitz. Symmetries of discrete
dynamical systems, August 1995.

[CRM-2313] P. Mathieu and
G. Watts. Probing integrable
perturbations of conformal theories
using singular vectors, August 1995.

[CRM-2314] G. M. Gandenberger,
N. J. MacKay and G. W. T. Watts.
Twisted algebra R-matrices and
S-matrices for affine toda solitons
and their bound states, August 1995.

[CRM-2315] A. Bensebah, F. Dubeau
and J. Gélinas. Numerical integra-
tion and A-stability of Galerkin
methods for ordinary differential
equations, Sept. 1995.

[CRM-2316] F. H. Clarke, Y. S.
Ledyaev and M. L. Radulescu.
Approximate invariance and
differential inclusions in Hilbert
spaces, Sept. 1995.

[CRM-2317] D. Levi, L. Vinet and
P. Winternitz. Lie group formalism
for difference equations, Sept. 1995.

[CRM-2318] R. J. Stern. Fixed points
and zeros of multifunctions in non-
Lipschitzian sets, Sept. 1995.

[CRM-2319] G. Yang, M. C. Delfour
and M. Fortin. Uniformly convergent
mixed finite elements for cylindrical
shells, Sept. 1995.

[CRM-2320] S. Ayari and S. Dubuc.
La formule de Cauchy sur la
longueur d’une courbe, Oct. 1995.

[CRM-2321] C. D. Horvarth and
M. Lassonde. Intersection of sets
with n-connected unions, Oct. 1995.

[CRM-2322] E. N. Derun, A. A.
Kolyshkin and R. Vaillancourt.
Interaction of phase-shifted fields of
two single-turn coils situated above
a conducting medium, Oct. 1995.

[CRM-2323] M. A. Abdelmalek,
X. Leng, J. Patera and P. Winternitz.
Grading refinements in the contrac-
tions of Lie algebras and their
invariants, Oct. 1995.

[CRM-2324] R. Floreanini,
J. LeTourneux and L. Vinet. A
q-deformed e(4) and continuous
q-Jacobi polynomials, Nov. 1995.

P U B L I C A T I O N S
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[CRM-2325] Y. Berest. Lacunae of
hyperbolic Riesz’ kernel and
commutative rings of partial
differential operator, Nov. 1995.

[CRM-2326] G. Yang, L. C. Dutto
and M. Fortin. Inexact block Jacobi-
Broyden methods for solving
nonlinear systems of equations, Dec..
1995.

[CRM-2327] A. A. Izmest’ev, G. S.
Pogosyan, A. N. Sissakian and
P. Winternitz. Contractions of Lie
algebras and separation of varia-
bles, Dec.. 1995.

[CRM-2328] J.-P. Gazeau and
V. Spiridonov. Toward the discrete
wavelets with irrational scaling
factor, Dec.. 1995.

[CRM-2329] F. Perron. On a
conjecture of Krishnamoorthy and
Gupta, Jan. 1996.

[CRM-2330] G. Yang, M. C. Delfour
and M. Fortin. Error analysis of
mixed finite elements for cylindrical
shell, Jan. 1996.

[CRM-2331] B. Mirandette. Prob-
lèmes non linéaires pour des
systèmes d’équations différentielles
avec condition initiale ou péri-
odique, Jan. 1996.

[CRM-2332] J. C. Hurtubise. Moduli
spaces and particle spaces, Jan.
1996.

[CRM-2333] J. C. Hurtubise. Some
algebraic geometry of integrable
systems, Jan. 1996.

[CRM-2334] M. A. Ayari and
V. Hussin. Computations of Lie
supersymmetries for Grassmann-
valued differential equations, Feb.
1996.

[CRM-2335] J.-M. Lina. Image
processing with complex Daubechies
wavelets, Feb. 1996.

[CRM-2336] G. Yang, M. Fortin and
Y. Perreal. A finite element method
for simulation of the hydrodynamic
model of semiconductor devices,
Feb. 1996.

[CRM-2337] A. Qaddouri, R. Roy,
M. Mayrand and B. Goulard.
Collision probability calculation and
multigroup flux solvers using PVM,
Feb. 1996.

[CRM-2338] M. R. Adams, J. Harnad
and J. Hurtubise. Darboux coordi-
nates on coadjoint orbits of Lie
algebras, Feb. 1996.

[CRM-2339] A. A. Kolyshkin and
R. Vaillancourt. On the stability of
convective flow between porous
cylinders with radial flow, Feb. 1996.

[CRM-2340] I. Julien and J. Bélair.
Analysis of a system of two coupled
neural oscillators, March 1996.

[CRM-2341] M. Nagase and
R. Vaillancourt. On the boundedness
of pseudo-differential operators in
L p -spaces, March 1996.

[CRM-2342] Y. Y. Berest and I. M.
Lutsenko. Huygens’ principle in
Minkowski spaces and soliton
solutions of the Korteweg-de Vries
equation, March 1996.

[CRM-2343] S. Lafortune. Superpo-
sition formulas for pseudo-orthogo-
nal matrix Riccati equations and
physical applications, March 1996.

[CRM-2344] V. Spiridonov and
A. Zhedanov. Zeros and orthogonali-
ty of the Askey-Wilson polynomials
for q a root of unity, April 1996.

[CRM-2345] L. Lapointe and
L. Vinet. Creation operators for the
Macdonald and Jack polynomials,
May 1996.

[CRM-2346] R. Ashino, M. Nagase
and R. Vaillancourt. On a construc-
tion of multiwavelets, May 1996.

[CRM-2347] E. N. Derun, A. A.
Kolyshkin and R. Vaillancourt.
Analysis of the interaction between
the phase-shifted fields of two coils
carrying currents and a conducting
medium, May 1996.

[CRM-2348] M. Gamache,
F. Soumis, G. Marquis and
J. Desrosiers. A column generation
approach for large scale aircrew
rostering problems, May 1996.

[CRM-2349] F. Dubeau and
J. Savoie. On best error bounds for
deficient splines, May 1996.

[CRM-2350] F. Dubeau and
J. Savoie. More on the roots of
Euler-Frobenius polynomials, May
1996.

[CRM-2351] L. Olien and J. Bélair.
Bifurcations, stability, and monoto-
nicity properties of a delayed neural
network model, May 1996.

[CRM-2352] J.-P. Gazeau and
J. Patera. Tau-wavelets of Haar,
August 1995.

[CRM-2353] L. Chen, R. V. Moody
and J. Patera. Non-crystallographic
root systems, May 1996.

[CRM-2354] S. Grimm. On orbit
sum values of elements of finite
order, May 1996.

[CRM-2355] M. C. Delfour, J. Zhao.
Intrinsic nonlinear models of shells
for Saint-Venant-Kirchoff, May 1996.

[CRM-2356] A. Sciarrino and
P. Winternitz. Symmetries and
solutions of the vector nonlinear
Schrödinger equation, May 1996.

[CRM-2357] V. Hussin, A. Lauzon
and G. Rideau. Oscillator quantum
groups from R-matrix method, May
1996.

[CRM-2358] F. H. Clarke, R. J. Stern
and Y. S. Ledyaev. Complements,
approximations, smoothings and
invariance properties, May 1996.

[CRM-2359] Y. Y. Berest. Solution of
a restricted Hadamard’s problem in
Minkowski spaces, May 1996.

[CRM-2360] L. Lapointe and L.
Vinet, A short proof of the integrality
of the Macdonald (q,t)-Kostka
coefficients, May 1996.

P U B L I C A T I O N S
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[CRM-2361] V. Spiridonov and A.
Zhedanov, On the origin of contigu-
ous relations for orthogonal
polynomials, May 1996.

[CRM-2363] S. Kallel, Divisor
spaces on punctured Riemann
surfaces, October 1995.

[CRM-2364] S. Kallel and R. J.
Milgram, The geometry of the space
of holomorphic maps from a
Riemann surface to a complex
projective space, December 1995.

[CRM-2365] B. Krauskopf and C.
Rousseau, Codimension-three
unfoldings of reflectionally symmet-
ric planar vector fields, May 1996.

[CRM-2366] F. Dumortier, M. El
Morsalani, and C. Rousseau,
Hilbert's 16th problem for quadratic
systems and cyclicity of elementary
graphics, September 1995.

[CRM-2367] P. Marde‰iç, L. Moser-
Jauslin, and C. Rousseau, Darboux
linearization and isochronous
centres with a rational first integral,
October 1995.

[CRM-2370] S. Dubois and D.
Sankoff, Disclosure enumerators and
Schegloff's denominators, 1996.

[CRM-2388] F. H. Clarke, Yu.
Ledyaev, R. Sontag, and A. I.
Subbotin, Asymptotic controllability
implies feedback stabilization, 1996.

[CRM-2390] F. H. Clarke, General-
ized solutions of the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation: A survey, 1996.

[CRM-2391] A. Luong and L. G.
Doray, Goodness of fit test statistics
for the zeta family, 1996.

[CRM-2392] L. G. Doray, Con-
strained forecasting of the number of
claims incurred, 1996.

[CRM-2393] A. Luong and L. G.
Doray, Efficient estimators for the
good family, 1996.

[CRM-2394] L. G. Doray, A semi-
parametric estimator of the IBNR
reserve, 1996.

[CRM-2395] J. Mahaffy, J. Bélair,
and M. Mackey, Hematopoietic
model with moving boundary
condition and state dependent delay,
1996.

[CRM-2396] C. Rustom and J.
Bélair, Estimation numérique de la
vitesse de décroissance des spectres
de puissance, 1996.

[CRM-2397] E. Shahbazian,
Feasibility study on sensor data
fusion for the CP-140 aircraft—
fusion architecture analyses, July
1995.

[CRM-2398] M. Frigon, On a critical
point theory for multivalued
functionals and applications to
partial differential inclusions, 1996.

[CRM-2399] M. Frigon, On continu-
ation methods for contractive and
nonexpansive mappings, 1995.

[CRM-2400] T. Hikita and I. G.
Rosenberg, Completeness for
uniformly delayed circuits, a survey,
1995.

[CRM-2401] I. G. Rosenberg, Wall
monoids I, October 1995.

[CRM-2402] I. Chajda, G. Czédli,
and I. G. Rosenberg, Kernels of
tolerance relations, 1996.

[CRM-2403] G. Pogosyan, M.
Miyakawa, A. Nozaki, and I. G.
Rosenberg, On the number of clique
Boolean functions, 1996.

[CRM-2404] I. G. Rosenberg,
Hypergroups induced by paths of a
directed graph, 1996.

[CRM-2405] I. G. Rosenberg, Sur les
tolérances d'une algèbre, 1995.

[CRM-2406] M. Lemire and S.
Lessard, On the nonexistence of an
optimal migration rate, 1995.

[CRM-2408] P. Arminjon and A.
Dervieux, On the maximum principle
for non-oscillatory finite volume or
Lagrange-Galerkin schemes, 1996.

[CRM-2409] J. Pal and D. Schlomi-
uk, Summing up the dynamics of
quadratic polynomial vector fields
with a centre, 1996.

[CRM-2410] P. J. Farell, B. MacGib-
bon, and T. J. Tomberlin, Empirical
Bayes small area estimation of
proportions in multistage designs,
1996.

[CRM-2411] S. T. Ali and G. A.
Goldin, Some coherent states of the
diffeomorphism group, 1996.

[CRM-2412] J. A. Toth, Eigenfunc-
tion localization in the quantized
rigid body, 1996.

[CRM-2413] Y. G. Yatracos, A small
sample optimality property of the
MLE, 1996.

[CRM-2414] T. Nicoleris and Y. G.
Yatracos, Rates of convergence of
estimates, Kolmogorov entropy and
the dimensionality reduction
principle, in regression, 1996.

[CRM-2415] Y. G. Yatracos,
Assessing the accuracy of bootstrap
samples, 1996.

[CRM-2416] Y. G. Yatracos,
Variance, clustering and identifica-
tion of high leverage points, 1996.

[CRM-2417] D. Dufresne, On a
property of gamma distributions,
1995.

[CRM-2418] D. Dufresne, On an
identity due to Bourgerol, 1995.

[CRM-2419] C. M. Van Vliet and A.
Huisso, New noise problems in an
old form: ‘recycling’ fluctuation
phenomena, July 1995.

[CRM-2420] C. M. Van Vliet,
Responsitivity and noise in illustra-
tive solid-state chemical sensors,
June 1995.

[CRM-2421] D. Dufresne, From
compound interest to Asian options,
1996.

[CRM-2422] N. S. Altman and
Brenda MacGibbon, Consistent
bandwidth selection for kernel
binary regression, 1996.
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[CRM-2424] J. Patera, Non-crystal-
lographic root systems and quasi-
crystals, 1996.

[CRM-2425] S. Grimm and J. Patera,
Decomposition of tensor products of
the fundamental representation of e


,

1996.

[CRM-2426] A. Broer, Decomposi-
tion varieties in semisimple Lie
algebras, 1996.

[CRM-2427] S. T. Ali, J. A. Brooke,
and J.-P. Gazeau, A geometric
framework for squeezed states, 1996.

[CRM-2428] L. Gagnon and F.
Drissi-Smaili, Speckle reduction of
airborne SAR images with symmetric
Daubechies wavelets, 1996.

[CRM-2429] D. Dufresne, On the
stochastic equation L(x) =L[b(x+c)]
and a property of gamma distribu-
tions, 1996.

[CRM-2430] C. M. Van Vliet and P.
Vasilopoulos, Addenda to: Master
hierarchy of kinetic equations for
binary collisions, 1996

[CRM-2431] C. M. Van Vliet and R.
Srunivasan, Quantum transport and
noise in the transition from mes-
oscopic to ballistic devices, 1996

[CRM-2432] C. M. Van Vliet,
Gigahertz nonequilibrium noise in
mesoscopic conductors, 1996

[CRM-2433] F. Benamira and C. M.
Van Vliet, Landauer’s multichannel
conductance formula: Linear
response-theory approach, 1996

[CRM-2434] C. M. Van Vliet,
Quantum transport in solids, 1996

[CRM-2435] C. M. Van Vliet,
Nonequilibrium noise from LF to
terahertz range in mesoscopic and
ballistic quasi-1D conductors, 1996

[CRM-2436] A. H. Marshak and C.
M. Van Vliet, Semiclassical current
explosions for materials with
position-dependent band structure in
the near equilibrium approximation,
1996
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The fiscal year of the CRM starts on June 1 andends on May 31. The Financial Statement presents, ona cash-flow basis, the major expenses and income ofthe CRM during 1995-1996, as well as its financial po-sition at the beginning and at the end of the period.The overall results have been broken down into threecolumns representing the following sources of financ-ing: the Natural Sciences and Engineering ResearchCouncil of Canada (NSERC), the Fonds pour la for-mation de chercheurs et l’aide à la recherche du Qué-bec (FCAR), and Other sources.
During 1995-1996 the CRM has received INCOME(presented at the bottom of the Statement) from thefollowing sources. NSERC: $750,000 in the form of anoperating grant to pursue its national mandate, and$75,000 to jointly develop the National ComputerNetwork for Mathematical Research (NCNMR) withthe Fields Institute of Toronto and the Pacific Institutefor the Mathematical Sciences (PIms) (see Note 1 tothe Financial Statement); FCAR: $170,500 in an oper-ating grant from its Research Centre program; Othersources: a substantial grant of $771,300 has been re-ceived from the Comité d’étude et d’administrationde la recherche (CEDAR) of the Vice-rectorat à la re-cherche of the Université de Montréal (in addition tooffice space, heating, electricity, etc.); other importantsources of income include the Canadian Institute forAdvanced Research (CIAR), the McConnell Founda-tion, and Dr. André Aisenstadt who is the CRM’s ma-jor benefactor; finally, the CRM earns revenues frombooks in the CRM series published by the AmericanMathematical Society (AMS) and in its own in-housepublication program, as well as from registration feescharged for attending scientific activities.

The EXPENSES of the CRM are presented under threemajor categories: Scientific Personnel, Scientific Pro-grams, and Administration. Major items under Sci-entific Personnel include the remuneration of Univer-sité de Montréal professors who do research while inresidence at the CRM, of postdoctoral researchers,expenses associated with the detachment of profes-sors so that they can work at the CRM, and expensesassociated with three prizes for excellence in the math-ematical sciences: the CRM-Fields Institute Prize, theAndré-Aisenstadt Prize and the Canadian Associationof Physicists (CAP)-CRM Prize. The Scientific Pro-grams include expenses related to the 1995-1996 themeyear in Numerical and Applied Analysis, as well assome expenses from the previous theme year (Geom-etry and Topology) and the next theme year (Combi-natorics and Group Theory); the Banff Summer Schoolof 1995 related to the theme year in Numerical andApplied Analysis, as well as the advance payment onthe 1996 Summer School; the General Scientific Pro-gram, mainly constituted of contributions of the CRMto off-site scientific activities; the Colloquia and Semi-nar Series organized jointly with the Montréal-basedInstitut des Sciences Mathématiques (ISM); and a Dis-cretionary Fund used to finance unanticipated eventsthe CRM deemed worthy of support during the year.Finally, the Administration portion of the Statementinclude: the remuneration of the staff (Director’s Of-fice, Administration and Services to Researchers, Sci-entific Activities, Publications and Computer Systems);the expenses related to the meetings of the AdvisoryCommittee and CRM-Fields Institute CoordinatingCommittee; miscellaneous operating expenses; andcomputer equipment and maintenance expenses.
The NATIONAL MANDATE of the CRM is reflected inthe NSERC column of the Statement labelled as Cana-dian. Under this heading are singled out those NSERC-funded expenditures of the CRM which occurred inCanada, but outside of Québec. Such expenses includethe Summer School in Banff, numerous off-site scien-tific events sponsored by the CRM (often in collabo-ration with the Fields Institute), and the expenses re-lated to non-Québec Canadians visiting the CRM inorder to participate in its scientific programs. The ra-tio of such Canadian expenses to the overall NSERC-funded expenses is: 37% for the Scientific Programsonly, and 28% for the total expenses funded by NSERC(i.e. including the portion of the Prizes and Adminis-

FINANCIAL REPORT

Major Sources of Revenue in 1995-96
Université de Montréal* 771 300NSERC 775 000FCAR 170 500CIAR 74 475

* In addition, the UdeM provides   office space, heating, electricity, etc.
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tration expenses related exclusively to the Canadianoperations of the CRM). This ratio of 28% is well abovethe threshold of 25% suggested by the CRM-FieldsInstitute Coordinating Committee in its latest report.
Concerning our RESULTS AND FINANCIAL POSITION,the CRM has recorded a minor overall deficit of$ 3,588 during the period, which has reduced its fi-nancial cushion from $ 111,323 at the beginning ofthe period to $ 107,736 at the end (a cushion repre-senting less than 6% of its total expenses for the

F I N A N C I A L R E P O R T

year). The detailed results show that major accountshave been brought closer to equilibrium during theyear. A surplus of $ 75,872 for the period has broughtthe CRM’s NSERC-account accumulated deficitfrom $ 79,176 to $ 3,304. A surplus of $ 25,054 forthe period has brought the CRM’s FCAR-accountaccumulated position from a $ 14,171 deficit to a$ 10,883 surplus. Finally, a deficit of $ 104,514 forthe period has brought the CRM’s other-accountaccumulated surplus down from $ 204,670 to$ 100,156.

Canadian Content (CC) of NSERC-Funded CRM Operating Expenses
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(1)The CRM obtained $ 825,000 from NSERC: $ 750,000 in an operating grant, and $ 75,000 in a grant for theNational Computer Network for Mathematical Research. However, $ 50,000 have been deducted from thelatter amount because each of the Fields and PIms institutes were owed $ 25,000 for their share in the devel-opment of the Network.

Financial Statement

NSERC FCAR OTHER TOTALScientific Personnel Total CanadianSalaries 645 557 645 557ChairsPartnerships 18 750 5 000 23 750Release Time 1 983 21 884 23 867Research FellowsPostdoctoral Researchers• CRM 27 011 9 661 36 672• CRM/ISM 51 185 - 2 915 48 270• CERCA/CRM 63 104 63 104• GERAD/CRM 14 000 14 000       - Research GrantsPrizes 12 265 11 075 7 425 19 690Summer Students and OtherSubtotal 188 297 11 075 9 661 676 951 874 910Scientific ProgramsGeometry and Topology 7 502 1 159 12 234 19 736Numerical and Applied Analysis 178 385 11 841 15 979 194 365Combinatorics and Group Theory 18 806 - 150 18 656Summer School of 1995 66 291 66 291 - 5 431 60 860Summer School of 1996 4 067 4 067 4 067Scientific Program - General 58 203 44 435 - 2 921 55 281Colloquia and Seminar Series 5 069 2 154 2 600 7 669Discretionary Fund 29 779 5 983 939 30 717Subtotal 368 101 135 930 23 249 391 350Administration 37%Personnel 103 922 38 376 136 501 249 391 489 814Advisory Committee 3 297 2 782 516 3 813CRM/Fields Coordinating Committee 5 870 5 870 539 6 409Miscellaneous 21 176 601 - 821 52 878 73 234Computer Equipment 8 464 104 15 684 24 252Subtotal 142 730 47 628 135 785 319 008 597 523TOTAL 699 128 194 634 145 446 1 019 208 1 863 782Income 28%Operating Grants (1) 775 000 170 500 895 308 1 840 808Equipment GrantsSales and Contributions 19 386 19 386Total 775 000 170 500 914 695 1 860 195
Surplus (Deficit) 75 872 N\A 25 054 - 104 514 - 3 588
Cash at the beginning of the period - 79 176 - 14 171 204 670 111 323Cash at the end of the period - 3 304 10 883 100 156 107 736
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